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The leader of the- gang of Rustlers was about to brand the ranch owner when bis wife and daugh·
ter began to beg for mercy Just then Wild and his friends succeeded in
bursting oQen the gate o_f the st_o ckade and rushed· in.
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE RIO GRANDE RUSTLERS
"

-OR-

THE BRANDING AT BUCKHORN RANCH
By AN OLD SCOUT
I

CHAPTER I.
WHAT HAPPENED AT THE EL PASO STATION.

As a train pulled in at El Paso, Texas, one afternoon a
few years ago there was so much excitement on the station
platform that nearly all the passengers refused to alight.
Shots were being fired and loud shouts ' and curses pierced
the air.
It was a free fight between cowboys and greasers that
was taking place, and the participants were shooting right
and left, regardless of whom they might hit.
Just how the fight started it is not known, but a reckless
crowd had been gathering at the station to see the train
come in, and the first thing the station agent knew there was
a fight in progress.
,
,
Like the wise man he was, the station agent stayed right
in his little office.
He knew if he attempted to stop the row and clear the
platform he would get a bullet or two, and he was not feeling in the humor for anything like that just then.
The conductor of the train knew his business pretty well,
too, so he pulled the bellrope for the engineer to back the
train to the freight station, so the passengers could get off
with less danger.
It was at the very moment that the signal was given that
a rather dandified-lookin,:,: young man, carrying a valise in
each hand, stepped off the tn1in.
Just why he got off he probably did not know himself,
but at any rate he found himself right in the midst of the
fight before he knew it.
Crack! Crack!
Two bullets went through the crown of his derby in as
many seconds.
"Gw! O_h ! Oh! Stop it, I say!" cried the surprised
man, dropping both grips and grabbing for his hat.
It just happened that the greasers, who were getting the
worst of the scrimmage, took to their heels at this moment,
and the victorious cowboys let out a yell and turned their
attention to the tenderfoot.
They began shooting at his baggage and all around his
feet, shoutin_g- and laughing like a lot of wild men as they
did so.
The frightened man as he jumped and dodged about made
a comical picture to them, no doubt.
.
But the poor fellow was almost frightened to death.
His face was pale as a sheet and his eyes were fairly
starting from his head."Help ! Help!" he screamed; "won't somebody help me?"
A shout of laughter went up at this and then some more
shots were fired.
But the tenderfoot's cr,ies for help did not go unheeded.
An athletic young fellow of twenty, who was attired in

I

a buckskin hunting-suit, leaped lightly from t'he backing
train and ran to the scene.
The boy was as handsome as he was athletic looking. A
wealth of chestnut hair hung over his shoulders and a pearlcolored sombrero tipped well back upon his head made a
fitting top-off for what was beneath it.
"Hold on, there!" he cried out in ringing tones. "Let
the man alone! Can't you see that you have gone too far?"
The shooting and shouts of laughter ceased instantly.
There was so much noise when the boy spoke that it is
doubtful if the reckless cowboys heard all he said; but
there was something so commanding about his appearance
that they could easily tell what he was up to.
There were seven in the gang, and as they looked at the
newcomer, some in amazement, others with curiosity 1 they
showed ·up for just what they were-reckless men of the
border, who cared little for anything or anybody when they
once got started. ,
When he saw that he had some one to take his pai·t, the
tenderfoot sat down on the platform and remained perfectly still.
"I guess you fellows have gone about far enough," went
on the dashing young fellow. "You were not satisfied with
preventing the passengers from getting off the train by
your reckless shooting, but you had to pile it on an innocent
tenderfoot after you got other game on the run. Now you
just let up and show yourselves as .men!"
"What's that, sonny?" retorted one of the cowboys, who
was over six feet tall and looked to be about as strong as a
bull. "Do you mean ter say that you're talkin' to us?"
"That's right. I am certainly talking to you fellows.
You ought to be ashamed of yourselves! Picking on a man
who stepped off the train by mistake and who is not use6
to hearing a gun fired, let alone having his hat shot full
of holes! Now just try and think that you are something
like men who can behave themselves when they want to."
"Oh, we kin behave ourselves when we want ter, young
feller. But jest now we don't want ter! An', what's more,
we ain't goin' ter!"
"Yes, you are! I will make you behave!"
The big cowboy was in the act of raising the six-shoote1
that be had just replenished with a fresh lot of cartridges
when the boy uttered the last remark.
But he did not do it, for he suddenly found himself looking straight into the muzzle of a revolver that had been
drawn so quickly that he scarcely knew how it had been
done.
And the hand that held it was as steady as a rock.
The look oil the boy's face as he stood covering the man
was one of amusement more than anything else.
"You are going to behave yourself, aren't you ? " he asked
coolly. ''You don't want me to shoot holes through those
wide-standing ears of yours, do you? I'll do it just as
sure as you're standing there if you don't quit your game!"
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The big cowboy was completely cowed now, and he stood
blinking like an owl.
But .his companions were not cowed yet.
Suddenly they started for the boy as .though they meant
to wipe up the station platform with him.
Then out came a revolver in the left hand of the dashing
young fellow in the buck~kin hunting-suit.
"Stop where you are, you hounds!" he cried sternly. "I'll
shoot the first man who comes a step nearer!"
They stopped.
Probably it was the tone of voice as much as the revolver
that called them to a halt.
There was such a cool way about him that the boy could
but make an impression on the boldest of men.
A smile was playing about his lips now and there was a
glitter in his dark eyes that meant business with a capital B.
Less than half a minute had elapsed since the boy had
appeared on the scene, and now two more, who were attired
the same as he was, came running up the platform, each
with a revolver in his hand.
One was a tall man with flowing black hair and a mustache of the same hue, and the other a boy with short hair
and a handsome open countenance.
"Wl1at's ther matter with ther measly coyotes, Wild?"
cried the tall man, as he reached the side of the boy with
long chestnut hair; "are they Jookin' for fight?"·
"They seem to be, Charlie," was the reply. "They were
having a scrimmage with some greasP-rs. but when they got
them on the run they were not satisfied, so they proceeded
to make things warm for the tenderfoot."
The frightened stranger now got upon his feet and picked
up his grips.
"Can I get to a hotel?" he asked, looking around and
addressing the question to no one in particular.
"There's one right over there," and the tall rnan with
the black hair .ierkerl his thumb at a g-ood-sized structure
that was situated diagonally across the street from the
depot.
"Ah! Thank you."
The tenderfoot then dropped down upon the track and
made a bee-line for the hotel, not one of the cowboys offering
to interfere with him.
But the reckless gang were not clone with the boy who
had called them down.
',I'he appearance of his two friends did not seem to affect
them much.
·
They had halted at the order he had given them, but it
was evident that they were waiting for an opening.
"If it's goin' ter be a case of shoot, yer might as well
start it up, strangers," said one of them. "I reckon a man
can't die but once, anyhow. I'm a galoot what exoects ter
die with my boots on, anyway, so let yourself slide!"
He had his hand on the butt of his revolver as he said
this.
.
"Well, I told you fellows that I'd make you leave the tenderfoot alone, and I kept my word," answered the boy in
a cool and easy way. "Now, I tell you that unless you let
us alone you'll get hurt."
"Who in thunder are you, anyhow?" demanded the fellow who had spoken last.
"Me? Oh, I go by the name of Young Wild West," was
the reply.
"Yer do, hey?"
"Yes, that's my name. Ever heard of me?"
"I have!" exclaimed the big cowboy who had been cowed
right at the start. ''Boys, I reckon we've gone ther limit.
Young Wild West is a deadshot an' kin lick his weight in
wildcats. It ain't fur us ter stack up ag'in him an' his
partners. Ther easiest way out of it is ther best, I reckon."
"I should reckon so," spoke up the tall man with the
black hair, with a laugh. "If it comes to a shootin' game
you fellers will all be in need of ther undertaker in no time.
I know what I'm talkin' about.!"
, '
They all seemed to be willing to do as the cowboy suggested except the fellow who had shown the most sand and
who had asked the name of the dashing young fellow in the
buckskin hunting-suit.
It was plain that he was willing to take his chances.
"You seem to be itching to pull the trigger of your
shooter," said Young Wild West, looking him squarely in
the eyes. "Just step one side and I'll give you a chance
at me. I know you would like to drop me."
"That is jest what I would!" called out the fellow. "Clear
ther tracks, t>ards! Lead is f!Oin' ter fly!"

The rest promptly got out of the way, while the boy
stepped aside a couple· of steps and thrust one of his revolvers in the holster at his left side.
·
Then it was that the gritty cowboy jerked out his shooter
to start the ball rolling.
He fired before he got the muzzle high enough to do any
damage and the bullet hit the platform a few . feet ahead
of Young Wild West.
Crack!
It ·was the boy who fired this time, and with a howl of
pain the man dropped his revolver and hurriedly put the
·back of his hand to his mouth.
Young Wild West had grazed his knuckles with a bullet!
"Why don't you go ahead and shoot?" he asked tantalizingly. "That is a pretty way to do. Pick up your
shooter and let the lead come at me!"
But the man did not need to be told to do this.
He was what the Westerners call "dead game," and he
immediately stooped to get hold of the revolver.
Crack!
A bullet, from Young Wild West's revolver hit the weapon
before his fingers touched it, and it was knocked fully two
feet ou,t of his reach.
"If you don't pick up that shooter the next time you
try I'll clip a piece of your mustache!" came from the lips
of the boy.
"All right, young feller. I believe you kin do it, so I ain't
goin' ter have another try at it. I thought ther first shot
might be an accident, but now I knows it wasn't. You've
got me! I ain't no prairie dog, though, an' yer can't call
me a coward! I'm 'willin' ter take any kind of a chance, but
jest now I ain't got no chance. It's all off! You're a
hairpin what's never been bent, an' I think a whole lot more
of you now than I did when yer first opened up ther game."
Two . or three of the companions of the cow.boy nodded as
though they agreed with him.
"All right," said the boy, smiling at him; "I am real
glad to hear you talk that way I never want to have
trouble with any one, but I can't stand around and see a
person imposed upon. I hope you fellows will behave yourselves the next time a tenderfoot arrives in town."
That seemed to be enough for the cowboys, for with one
accord they turned and walked away.
The passengers from the train came walking down the
platform now, and as they had been watching- what had
taken place, Young Wild West and his two partne1s were
the center of attraction.

CHAPTER II.
WILD WRESTLES THE BIG COWBOY.

Young Wild West, who was well known as the Champion
Deadshot of the West and Prince of the Saddle, had journeyed from Weston, in the Black Hills, to El Paso for the
purpose of taking a look at a ranch he proposed to buy if it
suited.
The ranch was situated on the bank of the Rio Grande,
some forty miles from the city, and was called Buckhorn
Ranch.
According to all the information our hero had been able
to obtain, the property was a valuable one, and as it could
be bought for a very low figure, he meant to invest.
With him were his two inseparable companions, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart, who were generally known, as his
partners, both in business and travel.
Cheyenne Charlie was the tall man with the long black
hair we have referred to, and Jim Dart was the boy.
'rhe trio had brought their horses along in a box car,
and now they walked over to the freight agent's office to
see about getting them out of the car.
"Boys," said Young Wild West, smiling at his partners,
"it seems that we can't make a quiet arrival in any place,
whether it is a city or only a mining camp of a dozen
shanties. I saw the tenderfoot step off right into that
crowd, and the moment I saw him do it I knew there was
going· to be trouble. I had to interfere, that's all there is
to it!"
"Sartin, you did!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, who was
an ex-government scout and Indian fighter, who had seen
much service and knew his book from preface to appendix.
"'l'her measly coyotes would have kept on till 'they shot
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him if you. hadn't interfered. There's some putty reckless you will have no objections to letting me go along with
.
galoots in this world-fellers what don't seem to have ther you. I was going to hire a guide."
·'Certainly we will have no objections," replied our hero.
sense they was born with."
"We will take you there all right, I guess."
"And they are some of that kind," nodded Jim Dart.
"Thank you, Young Wild West."
The three found that they could have their horses from
When the meal was over Wild suggested that they go
the car in a very few minutes, so they waited for them.
The freight agent was more obliging than some they had into the barroom and have a cigar.
.
·
Johns was willing, so all four walked out.
m'et with, but this was probably due to the fact that he
Our friends could tell bv the noise that there was quite
had witnessed what had occurred on the station platform.
When they had their horses in their possession and the a boisterous lot in the barroom, and they thought it more
bill was paid by Young Wild ,West, they led them over to likely -that the cowboys had come there to "liquor up," as
.
.
they called it.
the hotel the tenderfoot had gone to.
They were right, too, for the very gang Wild had had
The hotel was quite a roomy frame structure and looked
the trouble with at the station were lined up to the bar
to be all right.
The proprietor came out himself and nodded 'pleasantly drinking and making merry.
Percy Maitland Johns acted as though he was going to
to them.
back down, but our hero nodded to him to come on.
"Want accommodations , Young Wild West?" he asked.
"They won't hurt you," he said reassuringly.
·
"Yes," answered our hero.
It was not until our friends reached the end of the counter
"Good! This is jest ther place fur you, then. We treat
guests right here. This is the Lone Star Hotel, an' it's run that they were seen by the cowboys.
The fellow who had shown so much grit was the· first to
on ther right plan."
He called a man, who promptly took charge of the three notice them.
"How are you, Young Wild Wes't?" he called out in a very
horses, and then Wild and his partners followed him into
friendly way. "I want you an' your friends to have somethe hotel.
"We would uke to take a good wash first of all," said thin' with me. I likes your way, I does, an' you're welom· hero; "then we want something to eat. We did not come as ther flowers in Mav!"
"Thank you," was the reply. "But we don't want anybother to eat on the train, as it was due to get here at
one-thirty, and we thought we would eat at a hotel. It thing to drink just now. We came out to have a good
was nearly an hour late, though, and what happened after cigar, as we have just had dinner."
"Well, by jingo! You'll have ther smokes on me, then.
we got here caused a further delay. However, we are only
Jest give 'em ther best in ther house, bartender!"
all the more hungry, so be sure that you fix up enough."
"Right you are, Hoss!" answered the clerk, and then he
"You kin bet that you fellers won't be able to eat all
that's set before you in this house!" declared the landlord. hastened to put out a box that was marked to indicate that
dollar each.
Then he showed them where they coud liave the use of the cigars it contained were sold for one dearer
· than they
In those days cigars were somewhat
water, soap and towels.
Our friends soon had the dust and dirt of travel off, and are now in the extreme Western towns.
In mining camps they sometimes brought five dollars
then they waited until they were called to dinner.
When they did go into the dining-room they fom:d the each and whisky was sold at a proportionate ftgu11e.
But El Paso was a growing town just then, though it
fashionably-dres sed young man who had met with such
i·ough treatment at the hands of the cowboys seated at the possessed all the requisites for a red-hot border town.
Wild saw that the man was sincere, and not simply try·
·
·
table.
ing to get up an argument, so he took one of the cigars
He arose and hastened to meet them.
"I thank you for protecting me from the ruffians," he said, and the rest did likewise.
"My name is Hoss Thompson," said the cowboy. "I ain't
extending a hand to Wild. "I did not have time to do it
a bad sort of a feller, I reckon. I'm all wool an' a yard
before. I assure you that I feel very grateful to you."
"That's all right," retorted the boy, with a smile. "I wide, but I know when a feller gits ther upper-hand of me,
thought they were going a little too far, so stopped them. though it ain't happened many times in my life."
"It is a good idea to know one's self," retorted Wild
You are a stranger in these parts, I take it?" _J_
"Oh, yes! This is my first appearance in the West. I smilingly.
"You're right it is. Ther tenderfoot had a putty bad
came out to pay a vi.$it to my ~ncle, who owns a ranch somewhere around here. It will be a big surprise to him, for he scare, I reckon, but it was all done in fun. Ther gang was
putty reckless after cleanin' out ther greasers, an' they fell
has no knowledge of my coming. Here is my card, sir."
on him .right away. It's all right, mister. I'd fig):i.t fur yer
Wild took the card and read:
"Percy Maitfa.nd Johns," which was printed from a steel jest as quick as I would fur a brother."
'
plate in a very tasteful manner.
The last was addressed to Johns, who bowed politely and
"I am sorry I haven't a card to return the compliment,
• Mr. .Johns," he said. "But I will introduce myself and said:
"Thank you, my dear fellow. You are what I call a diapartners to you. I am Young Wild West, and these two
are Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. We are all natives rhond in the rough."
"A <liming in ther rough is good!" laughed the cowboy.
of the wild West."
light up them
"I am delighted to meet you, gentlemen," and he shook "But never mind! If you won't drink jest
stinkers. Here she goes!" .and he tossed off the liquor he
hands very cordially with all three.
Our friends sat down to the table, and during the meal had in tlie glass before him at a single gulp.
Wild took notice that the tall cowboy- he had tamed so
they found Percy Maitland Johns to be quite a conversaeasily did not seem to approve of the way Hoss Thompson
tionalist.
He was a very b1·ight young fellow, but entirely out of was acting. ·
There was a whole lot of bad in him, and our hero could
place in that part of the country.
However, he declared that it would not take him long to see it sticking out all over him. '
"Come on, Hoss!" he exclaimed. "Never mind talkin' ter
learn to ride a broncho, and shoot with a revolver the same
· them fellers. I'm goin' ter stand treat now, but I ain't.
as the cowboys did.
treatin' only our own crowd."
Cheyenne Charlie grinned when he hea1·d this.
"Say!" said Wild, taking a couple of steps toward the
"I reckon it's easy enough to ride a broncho," he observed.
my
"But you'd better make sure that he's ther right kind of tall fellc>Jv. "Don't think that we would drink with you,with.
friend. We always pick out the ones we associate
one afore you try him, Mt. Johns."
"Oh, I expect to be thrown and mussed up," was the Just ease your mind now, but be careful' not to throw out
reply. "But when I get on some different clothes I won't anv more slurs."
''See here, young jeller, I'll admit that you're ther soon- •
mind that."
that
"How far is the ranch you are going to from here?" est galoot I ever seen handle a shooter, but I reckon
won't hinder yer from gittin' a spankin'. So jest look out
Wild asked him.
ter
"About forty miles, I understand. It is on the banks of how yer fool around with. me. I ain't goin' ter attemptther
shoot, but I might sorte.r make a fool of yer afore
the Rio Grande and is called Buckhorn Ranch."
crowd if yer ain't mighty careful."
"ls that so? Why, that is just where we are going."
"You think so, eh? Well, just jump in, then! Lay your
A look of extreme pleasure shot from the eyes of the
shooters on the bar and I will do the same. Then let's see
tenderfoot.
"'( am very glad to hear that!" he exclaimed. "I hope you make a fool of me before the whole crowd. You are
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Wild now thought it proper to give him his medicine in
older and a good deal bigger than I am, for I am only a boy;
but I'll bet a five-dollar gold-piece to a silver quarter that full.
He went right at him, striking him with left and right,
you can't handle me in any way you try!"
"Hear what he says, boys! A boy like him buckin' ag'in and down went Lanky Joe in a heap.
The last blow he received was on the jaw, and it dazed
Lanky Joe, ther Rustler! Jest watch me ~tand him on his
head an' then give him ther worst spankin' · he's had since him so he remained motionless on the floor.
"I guess you won't strangle any one right away," rehe wore pants!"
He placed his six-shooters and huhting-knife on the bar marked our hero. "Get up and fight like a man! Don't lie
on the floor like a whipped cur!"
and tightened his belt, a broad grin on his countenance.
"I reckon he's had enough, Young Wild West," spoke up
Wild calmly handed his weapons to Jim Dart and then
one of the defeated man's friends. "Jest let up on him,
motioned for the crowd to clear the center of the room.
Our hero knew all the tricks of wrestling and was as won't yep?"
"Cei·tainly I will. But y~m fellows want to see to it
strong and active as a young · lion.
He was not the least bit frighteneq at the thought of that he don't bother me agam. If he does, I'll surely give
having Lanky Joe, the Rustler, as he called himself, tackle him a lead pill that will put the finish to him."
Wild calmly lighted his cigar, which had gone out, and
t
him.
"Say when you're 1·eady to stand me on my head," he walked back to where Charlie and Jim stood with the ten·
de1foot.
said coolly.
j The fellow who had spoken stepped up to the faHen man
"I'm ready now, Young Wild West!"
With that the big, powerful fellow made a grab for him. and lifted him up.
But his horny fingers clutched naught but the empty air. ' Another .helped him and they took him outside.
"I reckon he's got enough," observed Cheyenne Charlie,
Young Wild West eluded his grasp with the greatest of
with a grim smile. "If he ain't an' he feels like tacklin'
ease.
Then he did something that made the cowboys hold their r1ome one else I'd like to show him somethin'!"
~reath and the rest of the lookers-on utter cries of aston- ! But it was evjdent that Lanky Joe did not want to tackle
' any one just then, for he did not come back irto the bartshment.
·
He grabbed Lanky Joe about the waist and whirled him room.
The cowboys all left the place but Hoss Thompson.
over as though he had been a ten-year-old child.
He was a regular customer at the hotel bar, and the rest
.·
Bump!
The head of the big man struck the floor so hard that were strangers it being the first time they had struck the
·
'
town.
the iar was f'elt by all present.
"I picked up acquaintance with 'em this mornin'" -Hoss
Then down went the rest of him, his heels striking with
said in answer to a query from the landlord. "They' 'peared
.
a bang.
"I guess you me~nt that you w:as gomg to ~ry ,,and stand t? be putty good fellows, so we j'ined in an' had a good
on your own head instead of puttmg me on mme, our hero, tune. When them greasers started ther row this afternoon I
observed ':"'ith a laugl~. "Why/, you big lummix, you couldn't got right in ther game with Lanky Joe an' his gang."
, "And when the tenderfoot got off the train you stuck
stand a sick cat on its head!
"Great thrashers!" yelled t~e asto,)llshed cow~~Y, as h_e with _them," spoke up our he::o.
What was 1., that hit 1 "Yes, I'm sorry ter say. But I was jest drunk enough
sat ?~P and glared about the room.
~ an' excited enough ter go ahead. You done ri:-ht when you
,
h
.
m~ ·
Then a burnt. of l9:ug ter we~t up from th.e crowd, Hos., tamed us, but I was awful mad at thcr time, an' I'd have
st
th
surely shot yer if you'd have given me ther .;hance. My!
e re .
Thompson ,. makmg _himself heard above ~.ll
It was Just_ possible that Lanky Joe did not know what but you sartinly did take all ther starch out of me!"
"I guess you didn't shoot at me, did you?" remarked
had caused him to go down. so _sudde?ly.
He ~~t up, and, after hitch.mg his . trouser_s, turned to Johns, with a smile.
"That's where you're wrong, stranger. I put one of ther
the sm1l~ng boy, who was standmg at his eane m the center
bullet-holes in that hat ,of yourn. I couldn't help it! You
?"
of}~e IOom.
struck me as beih' a mighty comical sight jest then, an' a
"Did yo~ put ~e,, clown · he a~~ecl. ,
feller is bound ter shoot at a comical sight when he sees
"I certa 1;1 1Y . d_id, ,:,v~~ th e reJom d e1 •
111
1
one, an' feels sorter funny like."
"You cant do t ag •
"I am very glad you didn't hit an'ything more than my
"~ht' yes, I can.,,
shrugged his shoulders.
the . tenderfoot
and
t as th oug h h e mean t t o gra b h.1m a b ou t hat,"
..
sedee yofu
.elds
,. .
·
"
a em
W1 ma
Oh, we d1dn t 1.ntend ter hi!rt yer. It w'.'s altogether
the neck, but instead of doing so dropped and caught him
, too ro;1gh on yer, thoug!°J. I km understand It now, but I
around the waist exactly as he had clone before.
est 1~ade me see through ther
· couldn t ~hen. Young _Wild
Then he. repeated the perf~rmance with ease.
Lanky Jim lay perfectly still for the space of a couple of whole th1~g putty plam, I reckon.
"Hoss am't a bad feller," observed the bartender. "When
,;econds when his heels hit this time.
"Hooray fur Young Wild West!" shouted Hoss Thomp- he col'lleS up from B,uckhorn Ran~h pe always makes his
son. "Give him three cheers, boys! He's a rouser from headquarters here. I m glad he d1dn t make an enemy of
.
you, l\'lr. West.''.
">0userville, an' don't yer furgit it!"
"Buckhorn Ranch, chd you say?" spoke up Percy Maitland Johns. ",VVhy, that's the place we are bound for."
"Is that so?" queried the cowboy.
"Yes, .I am going to treat my uncle to a surprise.".
CHAPTER III.
"ls Bob Morris your uncle?"
"Yes. He doesn't know I am coming to see him, you
I know. It is hardly likely he will know me, since he hasn't
THE ARRIVAL AT BUCKSKIN RANCH.
seen me si'nce I was a small boy.''
"Well, I reckon if you'd have come out here about two
The cheers were given with a will, but Young Wild West
weeks later you wouldn't have seen your Uncle Bob. He's
simply smiled at the crowd.
He was waiting for the fallen man to renew the contest. goin' ter sell his ranch an' go East jest as soon as possible.
Lanky Joe got upon his feet the second time with an He expects a customer this · week, an' he says he knows he
kin sell, 'cause ther price is right an' he's give a straight
ugly gleam in his eyes.
"I'll kill yer!" he screamed, almost bursting with wrath. account about ther property. I'm jest anxious ter see ther
"No man ever lived what stood Lanky J.oe on his head! new owner-when he gits ter be owner-'cause I want ter
You've got ter die, Young Wild Wesi! I'll jest strangle keep my job.''.
"The chances are that you will be able to keep it," rether life out of yer!"
"No, you won't," was the cool retort. "You won't be marked Jim Dart.
"I · hope so.''
able to do anything like that when I get through with •ou.
· "A good man is generally able to keep a job, even if
How does that feel?"
there is a .change in bosses.''
Biff!
''That's what I've heard say.''
The angered cowboy received a blow on the nose that
Young Wild West intended to start the next morning, so
caused liim to stagger backward, while the blood spurted
there was nothing to do but to take it easy nntil bed-time.
out in a crimson stream.
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Our friends did not go out to see the sights of the town
that night, as they thought a rest would do them more
good.
~he first thing in the morning after they had eaten
their breakfast, however, they mounted their horses and
set out for Buckhorn Ranch.
Besides the tenderfoot, Hoss Thompson went with them.
The cowboy declared that he had all the fun he wanted
in El Paso, and that he was now ready to go back and
work.
"Ther trail runs right along ther bank of the river," he
said, as they headed for it. "It's a putty good trail, too,
an' easy fur ther horses. Some day things will be different
around these ~re parts, an' there'll be roads what are
worked an' kept in shape. But jest when that'll come I
don't know. There ain't many folks what lives in this end
of Texas."
"I should say not," spoke up Percy Maitland Johns, as
he scanned the country ahead of him.
It was quite a pleasing view, though. The undulating
land was covered with a growth of vegetation that was almost tropic in appearance; to their right flowed the waters
of the :Rio Grande, the ripples in the channel here and
there sparkling like diamonds in the sunlight.
It was a warm morning, and Young Wild West and his
partners removed their hunting-coats and rode along resplendent in blue silk shirts that were as costly as they were
pretty.
The tenderfoot was mounted on a hired cayuse that had
been thoroughly broken years before, and it was gentle to
the extreme.
However, the steed could hardly be got off a gait that
was half trot, half canter, and about as slow as a mule.
Cheyenne Charlie grinned every time he looked at the
cayuse and rider.
Johns was certainly not much of a horseman, so he could
not have been suited better if they had traveled the Lone
Star State over to find a mount for him.
When they had covered about five miles the young man
began to show signs of being distressed.
He no longer urged the steed off a walk.
"What's the matter, Mr. Johns?" asked ·wnd, as he came
to a halt and looked at the tenderfoot, rather amused.
"This riding hori::ebacJ.: is awful tiresome, I think," was
the reply. "I would rather let the home walk."
"That's where you make a mistake," spoke up the scout.
"You jest stick to it, whether it's tiresom~ or not. That's
ther only way to learn to ride. To-morrow you'll feel jest
like ridin' an' then you want to git your uncle to let you
try a broncho what's got some life in him."
.
"Sure!" exclaimed Hoss Thompson, and then he grinned
so hard that Johns could not help noticing it.
"I guess you folks are making fun of me," he said.
"But Char)ie is right when he tells you to stick at it,"
spoke up Wild. "The only way to get the hang of horseback riding is to stick right at it."
"But do you think I will feel like riding a more spirited
steed to-morrow, as your friend says?" asked the tenderfoot.
"Well, no, I hardly think that. The chances are that
you will feel so stiff and sore that you won't be able to ride
anything more than a chair, and even that with considerable
discomfort. But don't you mind that. Just stick at it
until you have worn off the stiffness and mastered the art."
"I'll do just what you say, because I am satisfied that
you mean it."
"Mean it! Of course I do."
'!Well, you won't hear me utter a word of complaint again.
Go ahead. I'll follow as,,fast as this horse will go. But hold
on! I guess I will follow the example you have set and
remove my coat."
"You might want to git off that collar, an' your shirt,
too. afore we git to Buckhorn Ranch," said Charlie.
The tenderfoot smiled.
"All right," he answered. "If it becomes necessary they
will be taken off."
Aftc1· that they went along at a pretty good clip.
· Johns found that the faster the cayuse went the easier
it was to ride.
So he forced the lazy animal to its utmost.
They saw very fe,Y people coming or going as they followed the trail, though now and then they struck a village.
But the villages were mostly inhabited by negroes and
Mexicans. who were so lazy that they seldom worked.
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After a ride that was rather tedious to Youn<; Wild West
and his partners they reached the ranch they bad started for.
A brief look at the buildings told our hero that they were
in fine order.
The land, too, was as fine as any in that section of the
St:lte, and the cattle seemed to be in good shape.
There was a small stockade around the house and barns,
but the gate was open, so Hoss Thompson led the way
th1·ough at a swinging gallop.
\Vild had not told the cowboy his mission to the ranch.
It is probable that Hoss thought he was simply coming
there with the tenderfoot.
As they halted at the door of the ranch-house a woman
of forty and a young girl of s!Wenteen came out.
They looked at our friends and called out a pleasant
';Good-afternoon!" and then turned to Hoss Thompson questioningly:
"Your nephew from ther East has come ter see yer, Mrs.
Morris," said the cowboy, "an' Young Wild West an' his two
pards, Cheyenne Charlie an' Jim Dart, has come with him."
The two females opened wide their eyes.
"My nephew!" echoed the woman.
"Yes." ppoke .-:p tl1e tenderfoot, as he slipped from the
back of the cavuse and came limning toward her. "Your
own sister's son-Percy Maitland Johns." I
"'Vell. I never!" exclaimed the mother and daughter, in
a breath.
"It's me, sure enouP.'h, Aunt Mandy. I thought you
wouldn't know me. Is Uncle Bob at home?"
"This beat.::: all!" declared Aunt Mandy, ignoring his question and looldnp- ::it her daughter.
"I reckon it doec; beat all, mother," said the girl.
Suddenly the elde1· of the two jtlmped forward and caught
the tenderfoot about thP neck and gave him a rousing kiss.
"How's your mother?" she cried, as she pulled her head
back and looked him in the face.
"Quite-er-well," stammered Johns, who had not been
prepared for any such move. "She--:--er-sends her love to
you and all the family. She told me I ought to write before
coming out here; but I wanted to takP you all by surprise."
"That's right, Percy. That's all right. You hev taken us
by surprise. Stena, what are you standin' there like a sleepy
burro for? Step up an' kiss your cousin!"
"All right, mother!" and the girl ol)eyed in such a hearty
wav that thP fac'! of Johns was suffused with blushes.
CheyennP Charlir- nnd ff,e <'mvboy lau<>'hed audibly, while
Wild and Jim could not refrain from smilinP.'.
· For the next ten minutes there was a running firP. of
questions and answers. and the result was that Percy Maitland Johns was hustled into the house by his fair but rather
boisterous cousin.
Then Mrs. Morris turned to Hoss Thompson and said:
"Who did you say these folks was, Hoss?"
"Young Wild West an' his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie an' Jim Dart," was the reply.
"Good! They're ther ones Bob was expectin' to see come
along about any time. Hey, there! Come here, you lazy
greaser an' see to them horses! Do you hear me!
Get
a move' on you, too, or I'll git out ther shotgun an' fill your
uglv oily face with lead freckles!"
A' fat,' lazy Mexican appeared on the scene and at once
took charge of the horses.
Then the ranchman's wife ushered all hands into the
house assuring them that her husband would be home in a
little 'while.
·
Texas ranches are noted for their hospitality, anyhow,
and as the good matron had as her guests her nephew from
the East and a prospective buyer of the ranch, she could
hardly do enough for them.
CHAPTER IV.
THE RIO GRANDE RUSTLERS.

It will now be in order to turn to the big cowboy called
Lanky Joe and his companions.
There were five of them, all told, and they had come to
El Paso as strangers a few days before the opening of this
st )rV,

As they had plenty of money, they had things pretty well
their own way in town, and it was not until the arrival of
Young Wild West that they were called.
When the villains-for such they were in the fullest sense
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of the word-left the Lone Star Hotel they mounted their I ~e started in to eat. "There's worse places' in ther world to
feed at than ther headquarters of ther Rio Grande Rustlers."
horses and rode out of town.
"There ain't no rubbin' that out, Joe," answered one of
They followed the same trail along the banks of the Rio
Grande that our friends took the next morning, but they the men with his mouth full.
The~ ate their fill, for there was plenty of the stew, and
.
only went about twenty miles from the town.
Into a big swamp they rode, picking their way cautiously then lighted their pipes and went outside to smoke in the
so as to not be caught in the mire, and almost at the very night air.
"What time are yer goin' over ter Buckhorn Ranch ter
edge of the river they came to a long, low st1'ucture that
sneak off ther cattle, Joe?" asked one of them.
was built of adobe bricks, Mexican fashion.
"I was jest thinkin'," ·was the reply. "We're putty shortNear this was a shed and big cattle-pen, and from the
latter a hal'd trail led, which came out upon the regular handed, an' it's goin' ter be a job."
"Vvell, that's what I was thinkin'."
.
.
trail five miles below.
"Well, s'pose we wait until along towards mornin', an'
But the place where this trail left th_e_ swa~p '."'as a sort
then go over an' see what we kin do?" •
of pm:zle, even to those who were fa!'nhar with it.
"That'll be a good idea. We might be able ter run off
1he fact was th;at a band of schemmg rasca~s, who called
themselves the Illo Grande Rustlers, had devised a means fifty or sixty head anyhow."
"Well, that's wh~t we'll do, then."
of hi~!ing the trail, though it could be used, :.nd was used
When the villains had emptied their pipes they went in
.
.
to drive cattle _over..
The cattle driven mto the swa!'1P were mvariably stolen the house and turned in upon the bunks that were arranged
ones, too, _an~ they were p~aced m the pen near the adobe around the sides of the biggest of the rooms in the onehouHe until it was convement to run them across to the story structure.
·
h
·
t tl
b t h If
b
t h
It
Mexican side on a big flatboat.
a _-pas . H'ee m_ t e morning
ave een a ou
mus
So well had the rustlers worked this during the short time
they had been located at the edge of the river in the swamp w~en th ey ~ere_ aroused by ~eai·mg voices outside the house.
Then th e1 e came a knockmg and Lanky Joe got up and
that, as yet, no · one had been able to place the blame for
.
weHnte t~dth e door.
the loss of the cattle.
di no~ seem to ~e much surprised; on the contrary,
Lanky Joe was leader of the gang that operated on the
Texas side of the river, while a Mexican named Miguel was he showed signs. of bemg J?leased.
He had reco15mzed the voices and kr.~w they be_lo;iged to
in charge of the operations on the other side of the Rio
S?me of the Rio Grande Rustlers from the other side of the
Grande.
.
,,
.
When the five men, wh? were sui:iposed to be cowboys ri".;r·
Hello, Senor Miguel! he exclanne<l, as he threw open
from some other ranch dismounted m front of the adobe
house they were met by a repulsive-looking woman, who ~he door. "I'm mighty glad you took a notion to come here
Jest now. How many men have yer got with yer?"
was unquestionably half Indian and half Mexican.
"Four, Sen_or Joe," was the reply. "So you got back
"Well, Maria," said Lanky Joe, as he walked up to her,
from your trip to El Paso, eh? Well, I am glad of that.
"has Senor Miguel been over since we was away?"
"Yes," was the reply. "Da senor say he ready for some I ~}ave, a 1:1a~ket for S?me <:at~le, and I cannot get them."
Wf? 11 _git em, all right, inside of four hours, too," was
steers."
"Good! We happen ter jest know where ter git some to- t~eu vi}lham's 1·eply. "Th~re's frye of us a:11' t_here's five of
night! We're goin' ter make a 1·aid on Buckhorn Ranch Y · r at m~kes _ten, an ten km do ther Job .m g;reat style.
to-night or if we don't have to raid ther ranch we'll drive off N?w th er th ing .1s ter see how fast we km nde fifteen
(
all ther 'cattle that ther flatboat kin take over in four trips." nules after we git out of ther swamp."
"Where are you going?"
"That's right" spoke up one of the men nodding to the
"To Buckhorn_ Ranch. We'll strike into ther first herd
hag, who seem~d to have quite a prestige ~mong them.
we come to, w_h1<:h, o~ght ter be easy five miles this side of
•
The black eyes of the woman sparkled.
.
.
.
"Da cattle what belong to da Buckhorn Ranch putty well th~r ranch bmlclm ~- ,
I thought you didn t believe m working so close to your
watched," she said.
"Yes, but just now they ain't been bein' watched so good. headquarters, Senor Joe?"
"Well, I don't; b1~.t there's sie1?, a good chance ter git
Bob Morris, the owner, expects ter sell out, an' he's so
anxious about it that he ain't payin' as much attention to hol~ of _these cattle Jest now that it wouldn't hardly pay ter
business as he has been. We learned this from one of his let it slip."
"All right. You know how to run things this side of the
head men."
river; I can take care of the other side."
The halfbreed woman nodded.
")'"ou ~et. yer kin, Miguel!" .
"Da was good," she said.
'l'he villa~ns were now hur!1edly putting on the clothing
It was getting dark now, and as the five men had eaten
they had d1sca_rded before lymg down.
nothing since noon they were hungry.
In a_ few minutes th~y were talking in a very friendly
One of them indicated that such was the case by asking
way with the five Mexicans who had come across the Rio
the hag how about supper.
.
She told ~hem that ~he would give them something good Grande.
Senor Mig-uel, as he ,va~ called, was the only one of these
and savory m a few minutes, so they put away their horses
·
and saw to it that they were attended to, and then came v;ho could talk good English.
But the rest could make themselves understood fairly
to the house.
By this time the old woman had set a table with ::;everal well.
In a very few minutes the Rio Grande Rustlers were
tin plates, knives, forks and spoons upon it.
It was not long before the quintette of villains sat down read); to set out for Buckhorn Ranch for the purpose of
stealing the cattle.
.
and waited for the serving of the meal.
At a word from Lanky Joe they started through the swnmp
She soo1;1 came in from th~ little kitchen with a tureen
over the hard ground along the bank of the river.
of something hot and ste_ammg.
S_o well did. the vil\ains !~now the road that they ex'.'.Antelope st~;v," she said; "verra good." .
I rec~on so, no~ded the le~der _of the R10 Grande Rus- penenced no difficulty m finding the way, and though they
· tlers, sm~~g the air ~n_d, nodd11:ig m an expectant manner. had lai:items with them, they did not have to light them.
_Commg back, if they succeeded in getting the cattle, they
There a!n ~ no one livm as km make antelope stew like
might need them.
you, Mana.
ThiJJgs went just their way, it seemed, for they found a
The stew was really a savory mess made up of pieces of
antelope meat, onions, potatoes, slivers of salt pork and the portion of a herd grazing about six miles their side of the
.
yolks of hard-boiled eggs, flavored highly with Mexican pep- ranch buildings.
There were about e1g~1ty-five cattle in the bunch, and
pers and parsley.
When she had filled each of the tin plates ll1al'ia brought they so_on had them movmg toward the swamp some fourout some freshly-baked corncakes and a dish of butter that teen miles away.
It was getting daylight when they started but that made
had been kept cool and hard in a little cellar beneath the
no difference, since there was not a cowboy 'to be seen any.
.
kitchen.
Next came a steammg cup of coffee apiece, and then two where.
The cattle were safely landed in the pen near the adobe
.
plates heaped up with fruit.
"I reckon this will do all right," grunted Lanky Joe, as house two hours and a half lat.::r, and then the villains he-
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gan to make ready to get them across the river with the flatboat.
It was a barefaced steal, but they did not seem to mind it.
The c;attle were branded, too, the most of them· but
once they got over into Mexico, Miguel would take c~re of
them.
The ten rustlers ate the breakfast that the hag prepared
for them and then the first load was taken across.
The . flatboat. ·was only big enough to take about thirty
at a time, so 1t necessitated three trips.
But the rascally gang did not cease their efforts until
they got them all on the other side,
"To-morrow night I will come and pay you your share in
the sales," said Senor Miguel, as he parted company with
!-,a~ky Joe and his men. "It has been a pretty good mornmg ~ work, I should say; but you must keep very shady,
for 1t may be that the cowboys from Buckhorn Ranch will
track the cattle to our pen."
"Well, if they do they won't find 'em here." retorted
Joe, with a laugh, "so what'll they do about it?"
"Well, it is best not to be under suspicion."
"Of course. But so long as they can't prove anything it'll
·
be all right."
"Boys," said the leader of the rustlers, after the Mexicans had started across the river, "do you know one thing?"
"What?" asked the four men almost at the same time.
"I'm goin' ter take a little ride over to BuclilJ.orn Ranch
an' git acquainted there. I hear that Bob Morris has got
a, very putty d_m~er, an' putty gals is jest ter my likin'.
Ive sorfrr got it in my head that I ought ter have a wife
Yer know. Herc I've lived fur nigh onto fifty years in what
they calls single blessedness. It ain't right."
, The men looked at each other and shrugged their shoulders.
"I was married onct," observed one; "but it was a blamed
bad match, I reckon. My wife got tired of workin' ter earn
my grub an' give me money ter buy whisky with, so one
day she up an' quit. I don't know where she went to."
The other three laughed at this, and declared that they
had always been single, and proposed to remain so.
One of them bore the name of Tubbs, and he seemed to
b~ much amused at what the leader said about getting married.
"You ain't goin' crazy, are yer, Joe?" he asked.
"No, I ain't goin' crazy, Tubbs," was the quick reply.
"What makes yer say that?"
"Well, it strikes me as how you might be. What are ycr
goin' ter bother with any shemales fur? We've got all we
kin 'tend ter in stealin' cattle from ther ranches. Ther minute you go an' git tcr botherin' with that gal of Morris'!>
you'll begin ter git in trouble, see if yer don't!"
"Well, that won't be none of your business, will it?"
"I don't know about that. If you git inter trouble most
likely we will, too. You jest take my advice an' let ther gal
alone."
"I don't want none of your advice, Tubbs. I'm ther boss
of ther , Rio Grande Rustlers on this side of the river, anyhow, an' if I feel like takin' a wife it's nobody's business
but my own."
"Nobody's business but your OV.'11 an' ther gal's," retorted
Tubbs, with a grin. "S'pose she don't want ter marry yer,
,
what then ? "
"Oh, I reckon there's no danger about that. When I fix
myself up somewhat I'm a putty good-lookin' man, so I've
been told. I'll jest give it out that I owns a big ranch over
in Arizony, an' then ther gal will be glad enough ter say
yes."
"Maybe she will, an' then maybe she won't."
"Never you mind. Jest leave that ter me. You fellers
jest get togged up in ther best rigs you've got, an' we'll all
take a ride over ter Buckhorn Ranch an' pay a friendly
visit there. We kin have a look at ther gal, an' everything
else what's there. But jest remember one thing! I don't
want you fellers to go an' make sheep's eyes at that gal.
Hoss Thompson said ·as how he was a little sweet on her,
an' that she smiled on him an' always had a pleasant word
for him. If she'll smile at that galoot I reckon she'll take
ter me."
"Hoss is a mighty good-lookin' chap, Joe."
"Well, so am I, when I fix myself up. You jest wait, now!"
Lanky ,Joe at once started in to make himself look fine in
a suit that was half Mexican_ in style and half cowboy.
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In half an hour he was ready, and after dinner they
mounted their horses and rode off toward Buckhorn Ranch,
twenty miles away.

CHAPTER V.
WILD BUYS BUCKHORN RANCH.

A rather sumptuous meal was prepared for our friends
bv the ranchman's wife and daughter.
·,Tust as it was ready the ranchrnan came in.
He had a disturbed look on his weather-beaten face, but
when he saw that there was company at the house it died
away and a look of interest appeared in its place.
"What's all this mean, Mandy?" he called out in a cheery
voice.
"It means, Bob." she answered, "that Young Wilrl West
has come to sec Buckhorn Ranch. You was expectin' him,
you know."
"Yes."
"But that ain't all! Your nephew from ther East, Pe1·cy
Maitland Johns, hai:: come all ther way to Texas to see us!
He come with Young Wild West an' his partners."
"Great rattlesnakes!"
"It's so, Uncle Bob!" spoke up the tenderfoot, jumping
up and seizing the surprised ranchman by both hands.
"Well, I'll be everlastingly jiggered!"
"I am glad to see you looking so well, Uncle Bob," went
on Percy. "I sincerely hope you are pleaser! at seeing me."
"You kin bet your boots I am, boy! But who'd have
thought it?"
His nephew very quickly introrluced him to Wild, Charlie
and Jim. and when he ha<l shaken hands with them in true
Texan fashion, the ranchman excused himself to take a
wash, as he said.
In a few minutes he sat <lown to the table and the meal
progressed, an animated conversation being kept up at the
same time.
"They <lo say that it makes ther grub settle right when
a feller does a lot of talkin'," said Morris. "He ain't apt
ter g-it dyspepsy then. But I reckon dyspensy ain't;, much
known on ther ranches, anyhow. You ain't got it, have
yer. Percy?"
"No, I am glad to say that I haven't," replied his ne-phew.
"Well, I was goin' te1· say if yer had we'd soon take it
out of ycr. A buckin' broncho is ther best thing in ther
world ter cure dyspepsy."
"I believe that. My experience on a tame one has convinced me that food can't stay very quiet in a person's
stomach while he is riding. You see, I am not used to it
yet."
"He come over on a worn-out cayuse what didn't have no
more ambition in him than a water-soaked cartridge," spoke
up Hoss Thompson, who "·as really counted as one of the
family, and alwaYs ate at the same table with them.
This caused a laug-h, th"' tenderfoot joining- in.
"Oh, shut up, Hoss," said Stella, "Don't you go to makin'
fun of my city cousin, now. It ain't everybody what kin
ride, shoot an' rope a st<>er like you kin, I know. But you
hadn't oughter make -run of them that can't."
"I ain't makin' fun. Stella, gal," was the retort. "You
know I wouldn't hurt ther feelin's of any one that's a relation
to you."
"Hoss is sorter sweet on my darter, yer know " remarked
the ranchman, turning to Wild. "I don't know whether
r,l,e cares much fur him or not. But I was tellin' her ther
other dav that he'd make a mighty good husband fur herthat is, if ,,...e stay here in Texas. If we go East, as T calculate on, she kin look up some feller of the cut of Percy,
Anv decent feller will do, so long
01· somethin' like that.
as he ain't got long ears like a jackass!"
"That'll do, pop!" spoke up the girl, her eyes flashing with
just the least bit of anger. "I reckon I'll do my o,vn choosin'
when it comes to lookin' fur a husband. I ain't seen ther
feller yet as I would think of hookin' up to, so there!"
• There was a deep silence after this, and Hoss Thompson
looked as though he had suddenly met with a dire misfortune.
But it did not take Young Wild West a minute to tell
that the ranchman's daughter did not mean what she said.
That she really thought the cowboy was the only man in
the world he plainly saw.
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He already owned a good-paying ranch, but that was in
Pretty soon our hero brought up the subject he had come
Wyoming.
there to consider.
He figured that with Buckhorn Ranch added to his pos'l'hen all hands joined in the conversation and Buckskin
sessions he would be able to stand the unce1·tainties of the
Ranch was bu<led and praised to the highest.
"There's ther finest grazin' grounds m this part of ther mining business and always have a couple of places where
State on ther pruperty," Bob Morris went on h say. "My he could hang up his hat.
After they got up from the table Bob Morris turned to
cattle is in fine condition, an' they always are, fur that
matter. I ain't never lost any ter speak of till last night, him and said bluntly:
"Well, 'l::oung "Wild West, what do yer think about i•·?"
either. Sorne galoots has made a raid on us an' scooped up
"About the ranch?"
somethin' lik;e eighty steers. I jest found it out aqout an
"Yes. Is it worth what I ask fer it, or ain't it?"
hour ago, an' was worryin' about it when I come to ther
"It is worth it."
house."
"You think so, hey?"
"So you have got cattle thieves around here, then?" said
"Yes."
Wild, becoming interested.
"An' you'll buy?"
"Yes, I reckon so. But this is ther first time I've been
"Yes."
bothered. I've heerd tel!· of other ranches bein' raided lots
"Well, we'll ride over to ,El Paso an' have ther papers
of times in ther past few months, but t)1is is ther first
they've bothered me. They say it's done by a gang what made out as soon as you're ready."
"All right. Here's a hundred dollars to bind the bargain.
calls themselves the Rio Grande Rustlers, but no one has
Give me your receipt for it."
been able ter locate 'em yet."
"I'll do that quick enough. Hooray! Mandy, we're goin'
"Rio Grande Rustlers, eh? Quite an appropriate name,
East sure enough!"
I should say. Were the cattle· you lost brnnded ?"
"I'm glad, Bob," was his wife's reply. "If it wasn't fur
"Not all of 'em. That's ther worst part of it. You see,
I've been expectin' ter sell out, an' I wanted ter give ther Stella I'd be gladder yet."
"What about Stella, don't she want ter go?"
purchaser ther chance of usin' his own brand en ther cattle.
"No! She told me this m'ornin' that Texas was good
That's why I've been puttin' off brandin' ther young steers."
"I see. But it seems to me that these villains, who call enough fur her, an' that she hoped Young Wild West
•
themselves the Rio Grande Rustlers, ought to be caught. I'll wouldn't buy ther ranch."
"Well," said Wild, looking at the girl with a sn1ile, "she
wager that if I strike out after them they won't last very
need not move away from here on my account. She can
long."
"An' yer kin jest put that down as bein' correct!" 'i~·oke marry Hoss, and the two of them can stay here and run
·
the ranch for me."
Young
with
dealin's
had
an'
seen
"I've
up Hoss Thompson.
"I'd like to see myself!" exclaimed Stella.
Wild West, folks, an' I knows that he'll do anything he
"Of course yer would," spoke up her father. "It would
says he will."
"S'pose he was to say that he would beat you at ropin' jest about suit yer, an' I know it. Now jest shet up! We
steers, Hoss, what then?" queried Stella, looking at the don't want no cold water throwed on what we've made up
our minds ter do. Right along you've been about crazy t er
cowboy quizzically.
"Why, he'd jest do it, that's what!" was the quick reply. go East, so jest keep still now! If you don't war1t ter go
"He made me quit when I had my dander up good an' hard, with us, all right. I reckon you're old enough ter hook up,
,
anyhow."
an' that ought ter be enough, hadn't it?"
"But I don't want ter go an' leave her here," said the
"I should reckon he must be a good one if 1;.e called you,
·
mother.
Hoss."
Wild thought it. would be advisable to let them settle it
.
;;well, he ~id, a";;,' good an' h~rd, too.''.,
How was it? 1ell us about it, Hoss! said the ranch- by themselves.
tl t J "Come on out, boys," he said; "we'll take a look around
th·
·tt·
t
ti d'd
b
maTnh.
e cow oy promp y i so, no omi mg any mg ia the barns "
'l'hcy ali went out but the father and mothe,· and daughto?k place when he first became acquainted with Young
ter.
._,.
Wild West,
"Jingo!" exclaimed Hoss. "If that gal would only have
.
~is hearers were astound_e~.
· Well, I reckon there a:m t anythmg so very strange me I know she'd make a man of me. She's putty young,
about it, !lfter, all," Morris obsC;rved. "I've,, heerd say that but I ain't so old myself; I'µi only goin' on twenty-four."
"Just the right age" nodded the tenderfoot.
Young Wild ~ est was thei,. quickest sh?t m tber country,
'
Charlie grinned.
ll:n'. ~l~f t he could tame a wild horse quicker than any one
11 v,~n · .
"You ain't talkin' from experience, are you?" he queried.
.
''Well, yes. You see, I am going to be married in the
"One 1s_ al!t to he~1, a. "':,l~ole lot sometimes," said Wild.
fall. The real cause of my coming out here was to see how
" .
.
.
"Well, it is . soi ~,m t it ·.
Wild I would like it for a place to live. JVIy intended is eager
. Of cou~se it lS . excla11ned ,Cheyenne Ch~rlle.
1s ther Prmce of ~h1er SaddlE; ~-n ther Champ10:1 ,~~adshot to make her home in Texas. I.f I _n:iake up my mind th~t
there is a chance to make a good hvmg here I shan't hesi.
of}her West, as "\-H '.l. He amt no sj~uch, h~ amt.
~n _he km beat you, then, Ho.~s. excla:imed the girl, tate to ,-ge her to come when we get married."
,u.
got
sorter
Jest
I've
"V,ell,
sharply.
cowboy
the
at
lookmg
"Tl;at s good!" declared the cowboy.
my doubts about him ropin' a steer quicker than you, or
TfieY alJ walked. ovE;r to the barns and l<?oked around.
come any closer to a bull's-eye.''
E 11erythmg was m first-class order, and Wild was much
. ht
'"'ld w t ·
y
· d St 11
"N
11
, eve: mm , . f a. , o:mg ,vi , ~~ , IS a n_g i pleased with the bargain he had made.
cattle belonging to the ranch went with the deal, so
·The
~1me.
every
ng,1t
s
wha_t
fur
Hes ~ rnarer, _he 1s. An hes
th· g "W belonged to 11im
. 11
Them s ther kmd of people we want m this country.
.
nv
m getting
y every
up • th e . ranch n:1 a n. "D on 't go t ~ ieaThe
"Hos
the transfer and paying over a
form of
. · . s p O ke
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course, but it was
of
done,
be
to
have
would
check
certified
do_wp Hoss, ar:
argum abou~ it. Y?1;1ng Wild _West
·t - tl t th d 1 as secure
Hoss knows 1t. Theres no use m yom thmkrn Hoss don t
·
ea w
~
cer am 1a ·
know it, either."
At the brandmg-pen t~ey found a coupl!'l of cowboys, who
"I'd jest like to see Young Wild West rope a ~teer that
had been the 1:mes to d~scover that a raid had been m_ade
was ugly an' contrary."
some time dunng the mght or early hours of the mornmg.
·
-.
·11
. h
"
Tl1 c t OId all they knew about it which was not a great
Well, tl~e chances are t _at you w1 see me ~o 1t, Miss
'
Stella," said our hero. "h I make up my ~md to buy
1· Y ,
.
? ,,
.
.
dea
1s
do
to
gomg
am
I
thmg
fir::it
very
Buckhorn Ranch the
"Couldn t you find the trail of the cattle th1ev~s . _Wild
brand the cattle. Then there will be some roping done, and
asked. "'They s~rely could. not hav<=; ?,ot away with e1g_hty
I'll take a hand in it, you bet!"
"Good! I'm jest itchin' to see it. I'll help along my-. head of cattle without leavmg a trail.
'.'Well, ther trail seemed ter lead toward ther swamp,"
self, same as I always do."
This turned the conversation upon the topic that both said one.
"An' there was horses' hoofs among ther prints," added
Wild and the ranchman wanted to get on.
Wild had seen enough of the ranch to satisfy him that it the other.
"Is there a path through the swamp?"
was worth more money than was asked fo:· j:·.
"They say there is, but not from this direction."
He had made up his mind to buy it.
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"Suppose we take a ride out and have a look at the trail,
boys?" Wild asked, turning to Jim and Charlie.
"Sure!" came the ans·wer from the pair of them.
"I'll p:o, too," spoke up Hoss Thompson.
"An' I'll show you ther way," added one of the cowboys.
"It's a little over five miles from here where ther cattle was
bunched an' drove off."
It was not long before the five were in the saddle.
Percy l\faitland Johns went back to the house to enjoy
the society of his relatives, and incidentally to take a rest
after his severe experience at riding horseback.
Wild meant to find out who the thieves were and punish
them for stealing the cattle.
He was doubly interested now, since he had arranged to
become the owner of the ranch.
They were not long in ridivg to the place where the cattle had been driven tog-Pther.
It was quite easy to follow the trail over the level stretch
of prairie then.
· Young Wild West led the way at a swinging gallop.
They \Vere about half a mile from the swamp when they
suddenly saw .five horsemen come from it.

9

As much ac; he hated the dashing young deadshot, Lanky
Joe has to talk as nice as possible to him.
"Well, you are too late, 'f you think of buying the ranch.
Bob Monis sold it less than two hours ago."
"He did? Who did he sell it to?"
"To me."
"You've bought it, then."
"Yes."

"Well. I reckon I wasn't fast enough, was I? Too bad,
boys, ain't it?"
"Yes!" came from his four followers.
"Say!" said Wild, a smile playing about his lips; "you
didn't see anything of any stray cattle in the swamp, did
you?"
"Stray cattle!" and the five rustlers showed signs of great
surpr'se.
"Yes. Prettv dose to a hundred steers disappeared last
night. Some of them were branded and some were not. If
you were in the swamp all night you certainly should have
seen them."
"Well, we didn't. I'd · like tPr know what cattle would be
doin' in ther swamp, anywny." said Lanky Joe.
"Well, here is the trail. It is plain enough that they went
in the swamp. You just came out of it, so cattle could go
in it."
"Well. if they went in there I rf'ckon you'll never find them
CHAPTER VI.
now. They've just sunk out of s:ght long afore this."
"If we don't nnd the cattle we will find the thieves, anyLANKY JOE FAILS TO MAKE AN IMPRESSION.
how."
"Yer mil:?:ht do that. I don't know anything about that."
Lankv Joe and his four men no sooner left fhe swamp to
"Well. did you ever hear of a gang that is called the Rio
follow the trail to Buckhorn Ranch when they saw five horseGrande Rustlers?"
men riding toward them.
"Nope!" and the villains shook theh heads
The villains were not much surprised, since thev knew thev
"Anrl yet you have got a ranch on the othe1 side of the
must be the cowboys from the ranch looking for the lost
river?"
cattle.
"Yes, about ten miles from the river."
But the.y did not feel very good over having been discov"Did you ever have any cattle stolen from the ranch?"
ered riding out of the swamp.
"Yes. two or three times; but not lately."
But Lanky Jee was pretty good at fixing up stories to
"And yon are quite sure you never heard of the Rio
suit his purpose.
"We'll tell 'em that we p:ot into ther blamed swamp last Grande Rustlers?"
"Sartin of it."
night an' that we've been till now gettin' out of it," he said
"V/ell, that seems rather strange. We have only just got
to his companions.
"All right," answered Tubbs. "You do ther talkin', an' if here. you n,'ght say, and yet we have heard about them."
"Was it thf'm what took tner cattle?" queried Tubbs, who
thev ask us any questions we'll say ther same as what you
thou~ht it about tiTY1e he harl a word to say.
do."
"Yes," an >'Wf'l·ed ·wild. "We are going to make it hot for
"That's all I want you to do, boys. Now, just act as though
that gang, too!"
you're fagged out an' in need of sleep."
"Well, if we k,n hE>h yei· any we'll be p-lad ter do it," spokE:
The horsemen, who were Young Wild West and his friends,
were coming ri~ht toward them, so the villains braced up and up Lanky Joe. "Jest because we had a little difficulty up in
El Paso don't f<ay that we shouldn't help one another when
rode to meet them.
They were pretty close to them before Lanky Joe recog- there's cattle thieves about."
•
"I am dad you look at it that way."
nized any one in the approaching five.
"Oh, there's worse people than us, even if we are a little
Then he gave a violent start and involuntarily reined in
reckless sometimes."
his broncho.
C'heyennl" Charlie smiled grimly. ,
"Great snakes!" he exclaim<:)d; "if there a'n't Young Wild
"If vou should happen to run acro~s any of the fellers what
West I'm a lame buzzard!"
"As sure as yer live, it i~!" said Tubbs. · "What in thunder calls themselves ther R:o Grande Rustlers yo-u'd better tell
is he doin' here? But come on, Joe. Don't let him see that 'em tJ,at Young Wild West an' his partners is after 'em."
Lanky Joe made no reply to this, but turning to his men,
vou're afraid ter meet 'f'n'."
,
• "That's so. I ain't afrt'.id, only it s'prised me so I didn't said:
"Boys. I reckon tl·ere ain't no use in our goin' over ter
know what I was doin'."
The villain quickly r ecovered himself and put on an air Buckhorn R~.nch. If Young Wild West has bought Morris
out. why that settles it."
of unconcern.
"That's right," declared Tubbs. "We may as well go
The next minute they were in hailing distance of each
ho:T.e."
other.
"No, we won't! We'll take a ride up to El Paso ag'in.
"Hello!" called out Lanky Joe. "You fellers is good fur sore
eyes. We g ot in that blamed swamp last night after dark We mig-ht strike some one up there who's got a ranch ter
an' \\'e've been here ever since. We was lucky enough ter sell. I;;,.e jest made up my mind that I've got ter have a
ranch on this s'de of ther river. This importin' cattle over
find a niece of hard r,·otmd, so we c:imped there."
"Is that so?" a ~ke~1 Young Wild West. "Well, you must here ain't what it's cracked up ter be. There's too much
have had quite a time of it. I s-uppose you found that fancy t!"ouble about it, an' yer can't find ther custom fellers half
ther time when yer Y,t·.nt 'em. You've simply got ter wait till
rig- you've got on in the swamp, too?"
The face of the leader of the rustlers turned just a shade tl:ey git ready ter 'tend ter yer, 'cause yer don't dare ter
.
r ,ove ther cattle till they do."
pale.
TJ,e villains now tp~ned to the left and rode off, followmg
He had forgotten that he had changed his appearance since
:;,!n·1r; close to the ec.ge of the swr;,mp.
leavin.,. El Paso.
They b , pt en in that di.rection until they found out that
But he was not going to let that stop the game he was
Yc,un;,: Wi!d \\'est and his friends dJcappeared in the swamp
working.
"Oh no!" he answered. "We changed our rigs afore we at t~1c h-!•]:1.tlcal rpot faey tttn,selve3 had emerged from a
come to ther swamp. Our ranch is on ther other side of the short til"".e before.
Then Lan!r.y Joe called a halt.
river about ten miles back. We went direct there when we
left ther town, an' last night we come across ag'in ter go J "Boys," said he, "things looks sorter serious, as they say."
"I should reckon so,:' answered Tubbs.
over ter Buckhorn Ranch, which I heard is for sale. You
"Young ·wnd West seems ter mean business."
liiee, I think about buyin' ther ranch."
0
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"That's too bad," said the villain, affecting great disap"That's what he does."
"He's found ther way inter ther swamp, mos likely, 'cause pointment. "I wish I had heard that you wanted to sell out
our tracks in ther mud ain't hardly had time ter close up." before you made arrangements with anybody else."
"Well, as I said before, it's too late now."
"If they have found ther way to ther hard ground they'll
"Yes, I s'pose it is. Likely-lookin' gal you've got there.
keep right ahead till they come to ther adobe house," obBut she do'1't seem ter take ter strangers when they is
served one of the men who seldom did any talking.
"Well, that won't do 'em a bit of good. Old Maria is so polite to her."
"Ah, shet up!" spoke up the girl. "Any one kin see with
well trained that she'll never let 'em know that any one lives
there but her an' her husband what works on ther other side their eyes shet that you don't amount ter a hill of beans! I
of the river, an' only comes home now an' then. That's ther don't like ther looks of yer, so there!"
This was more than Tubbs could stand.
story she's goin' ter tell every stranger what happens ter
He had been almost bursting with laughter ever since she
land there."
called Lanky Joe, but now he could keep in no longer.
"Oh! old Maria knows her business, all right."
"Ha, ha, ha! Ho, ho, ho!" he roa1·ed. "An' Joe is sich a
"Now, boys, we'll go over ter Buckhorn Ranch, anyhow."
good-lookin' chap, too! What do yer think of it, boys?"
"What's ther good?" asked Tubbs.
The others laughed in spite of themselves.
"I want ter have a look at ther gal."
Then the ranchman joined in.
"S'pose Young Wild West comes back while we're there?"
But with a scornful look Stella started for the stable.
"Well, that'll be all right. He can't no more than order
She got her horse, and, mounting, rode away in the direcus off, kin he? If he's bought ther ranch he's got a right ter
order any one off he has a mind ter. If he tells us ter git, tion Young Wild West and his companions had taken.
"I'm goin'· to help 'em look up ther cattle thieves, dad!" she
why, we'll git, that's all."
"An' if he takes a notion ter shoot we'll git shot, that's called out.
"All right!" he answered.
all!" added Tubbs, with a faint grin on his ugly countenance.
Then Morris invited the five men to stop a few minutes and
"Well, you fellers oughter know from what you've seen of
·
him that he ain't ther sort what will shoot fur nothin'. You have something.
He was altogether too hosp:table to send them away dry.
jest stick ter me now. We're goin' over ter Buckhorn Ranch,
But Lanky Joe :>.nd his men did not remain very long.
an' I'm goin' ter have a little chat with ther gal what Hoss
The leader of the Rio Grande Rustler s thought it would be
Thompson said was sich a good looker."
a good idea to go back to the adobe house in the swamp by
Lanky Joe had quite considerable power over the men ..
None of them would be likely to go against him when he the other way, as Young Wild West would be gone by the
time they got there.
insisted on a certain thing.
So they turned their horses' heads toward the ranch and
rode off at a sharp canter.
CHAPTER VII.
After a while the ranch buildings came in sight.
Everything seemed to be very peaceful and quiet about
FINDING THE CATTLE.
the place;
They saw no one at the house until they were within a
It was as Lanky Joe said, Young Wild West and his partfew yards of the stockade gate, which was wide open.
ners had no difficulty in discovering the tracks made by the
Then the very one Lanky Joe wanted to see came out.
hor ses of- the villains as they left the swamp.
It was Stella Morris.
The swamp was well filled with trees of a cypress species,
She was attired in a cru~ but pretty riding-suit.
and its very edge was ..a growth of rank J1anging vines which
When the girl saw the strangers approaching she stood draped downward from the limbs of the trees into a sort of
and gazed at them with interest.
veil.
Lanky Joe pushed his sombrero back and put on his most
But when our friends reached the vines the hoofprints
fetching look, causing Tubbs to gr in as he_did so.
were quite plainly discernible, so Wild lifted the viilles and
Then he rode up with a dash, brought his horse to a halt rode on through.
so suddenly that the animal reared in the air, and disBefore him lay a pool of water that was not more than a
mounted."
foot in depth in any place, and in this he could see spots of
"How are yer, miss?" he exclaimed, taking off his hat and oil which marked the place where the horses of the men had
bowing low. "I didn't ex pect ter see sich a pictur of loveli- stepped.
ness, honest I didn't!"
"Boys," said he, "before you follow me across this place I
"What's ther matter with you, you crazy galoot!" retorted want one of you to dismount and cut two or three sapplings,
Stella; looking at him 'in disgust. "Any one would think that t:;o you can stick them in the mud as we pass. We might need
you was a Mexican jumpin'-jack to look at you!"
them to guide us over this place when we come back."
This was more than the villain expected.
"All right, Wild," answered Jim Dart! "I'm just the one
He had really been of the notion that he would make a deep who will do that."
impression on the girl.
He was not long in doing it, and then, under our hero's
But what a mistake!
direct ion, he placed the saplings as they went across the dan"Don't git mad, miss," he managed to say, as he recovered gerous spot.
himself. "Is Mr. Morris home?"
Wild could see the trail .on compaartively hard ground a
few yards ahead, and when he got to it he also could discern
"I reckon he is. Do yer want to see him?"
the marks of the hoofs of the cattle.
"Yes, miss."
"I guess we are on the right ti·ack," he remarked. "It is a
"Well, put on your hat an' walk in, then."
The leader of the raiders put on his hat, but he did not good thing we happened along in time to see those five fel.
have to walk in, for at that moment the ranchman came lows come out of here. You can depend on it that they know
all about the cattle. They no doubt belong to the gang known
out."
"What's waitin', Stella?" he asked. "Has Young Wild as the Rio Grande Rustlers."
"Jest what I think, Wild!" declared Cheyenne Charlie.
West got back yet ? "
"Who'd have thought we could ride through here?" said
"No, dad. Here's some one what wants to see yer, though."
"Rello, strangers!" called out the ranchrnan. "What kin Hoss Thompson, in surprise. "No one ever had an idea that
yer could do it. This has always been called ther marsh
I do fur yer ?"
"We come over ter see about buyin' ther ranch. I heard land, where a man or a critter would sink out of sight in no
up in El Paso that you wanted ter sell it. It was your man, time. I don't feel exactly safe, even if I do see ther 1'racks
of ther cattle an' them fellers' horses."
Hoss Thompson, what told me about it."
"Just come right along," answered Wild. "I guess we won't
Stella looked .sharply at the villain when he mentioned the
be very. long in finding out where the gang_ of thieves hang
name of her lover.
out."
But she said nothing.
They now we1·e upon hard ground, and it was no trouble
"Well, strangt;r, you're too late. I had sorter made arrangements ter sell ther ranch to a young feller what lives up to keep there, since they had the trail to guide them.
They rode, along rather slowly, though, for they did not
in ther Black Hills. He come down ter look at ther place,
landin' here to-day, an' a few hours ago I closed the deal want to run any risk of getting their horses in the mire.
Young Wild West was mounted on his peerless sorrel
with him. I've accepted a deposit on it, so ther ranch w]l
belong ter Young Wild West jest as _soon as we go over to stallion, Spitfire, and he thought almost as much of the animal as he did of himself.
El Paso an' fix up ther legal documents."
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"Make the horses swim it; that's the only way just now.
The further they made their way the easier it was to get
Jus: t :::.ke off your belts and hold them up so your shcoters
through the swamp. .
They kept straight ahead, all being satisfied that they were and cartridges won't get wet and then follow me!"
He had his own belt off in a jiffy, and then, heading his
hot on the trail of the rustlers.
It was not very long before they came in sight of the horse fot the ,water, started off.
Splash!
adobe house and cattle-pen right near the edge of the river.
The sorrel took to the water like a duck!
Young Wild West gave a nod of satisfaction.
He struck bottom about neck deep, so Wild did not go all
"I guess you never knew this building was here, did you,
under.
Hoss?" he asked of the cowboy.
Straight for the shelving shore on the opposite side Wild
"No, I didn't," was the reply. "No one thought anybody
lived in ther swamp, I reckon. Yer kin see that there's jest pointed, and when his horse found the depth getting too
enough treeR ter keep ther buildin' from bein' seen from ther great for him he began swimming.
Splash! Splashl Splash! Splash!
river, too. It's a blame good place, an' I'll bet that it's where
His four companions came into the river one after the
them Rio Grande Rustlers gang hang out." \
"Yes, and Lanky Joe and his gang are the Rio Grande other.
The Rio Grande was not very wide just at that point, but
Rustlers, too," added Jim Dart.
there was quite a strong current in the channel.
"Or part of them," said Wild.
However, they got over it all right and reached the op"Yes, I suppose there arc more than five in the gang. Five
poRite bank without wetting fueir firearms or ammunition.
- men could not do a great deal with a herd of cattle."
"I reckon that won't hurt ther horses a bit," observed the
They never halted until they were right before the door
scout. "It'll make 'em straighten out if there's any fast time
of the low structure.
Then, just as they did halt, out came tlie halfbreed woman to be made afore we git through with .this business."
There was not a village in sight in any direction when they
called Maria.
A look of dismay shot from her black eyes when she saw got upon the bank, and the horses stood with the water dripthat they were not the men who had left but a short time ping from their bodies.
Neither was there a trail of any kind there.
before·.
But that did not signify anything.
"What do you want?" she snapped.
The flatboat that had taken the cattle across might have
"We want the men who stole the cattle from Buckhorn
landed further up or down the rive1·.
Ranch and brought them here," answered Wild, coolly.
It occurred to Wild that it was further up, so he headed
"Only one man live here, and he noa come home much,"
that way.
said the hag. "He worka da other side of da river."
"Come on, boys!" he called out. "We will try this direc"Is that so? Well, I guess we will take a look inside and
tion first."
make sure that there is no one here."
The rest rode along after him as a matter of fact.
"Youa no come in da house!" screamed the hag, her eyes
Hoss Thompson, though he had known him but a short
'
flashing dangerously.
Charlie dismounted in a jiffy, and, pushing his way past time, had learned to -think as much of Young Wild West as
his partners did almost.
her, boldly entered the house.
And what the dashing young deadshot said was sure to go!
Right into the room with its row of bunks around he
When they had covered a little over half a mile they
went, an1 the instl;nt he saw the sleeping-places he gave an
·
· view
exclamation
of a sma11 co11ect·10n of
m
. d "H , ,, roun ded a b en d and came
t W'ld ,,, h
th h
hof delight
"H ,
e_re s-;- . adobe buildings off to the left.
ere s '.V ere ey anl? o~ , 1 . e cr1e .
Then they suddenly came upon a road that led right down
H~ was mterrupted by Marra, who pounced upon him hke
· ·
a wildcat. S?e ,yould. have no doubt treated him to some to the shore.
To the shore Wild turned, for he wanted to get right at the
fierce scratc~mg 1~ Wild ?ad not _leaped to the ground ~nd
caught her aims frnm behmd and Jerked her away from him. starting of the thing if it was possible.
'.
.
She utter ed a fierce scream and went on like a crazy
person, but it was no use, and they investigated the interior -. Sud_denly hrs ey~s hghted upon-a flatboat that was moored
. ,
.
m ,;1 htt~e natural mlet.
.
of the house to their full satisfaction.
. Thats ther boat wh3;t ferries folks across to t~er l~ndm a
They found enough to satisfy them that the five men they
met but a short time before made their headquarters there mile further up ther rrver on ther other shore, said Hoss
' Thqmpson.
and then they came out.
"Yes, and that is the boat that brought the cattle across,
The hag was sitting on the ground glaring at them like a
you can bet!" exclaimed Wild. "A mile above is not the only
she-fiend.
"You had better take it easy," said Wild, lookinl? at her. landing it makes, you can bet!"
"Well, that's all we want to know, then," observed the
"If you don't want to get locked up in the jail at El Paso you
had better tell all you know about the cattle. Where did scout. "Why, here's ther tracks of ther cattle plain enough!"
"Oh, here's where they take cattle across," answered
Lanky Joe and his gang take them to?"
Thompson. ''There's a revenue man up at ther landing."
A :\iiss and a grinding of teeth was the only answer.
"Yes, but we are looking for the cattle that were brought
"Well ,. boys, there is no way of ma~fng her tell, I suppose,
over here, not for any that were taken from the Mexican
so we will have to find out ourselves.
Leaving the old woman where she was sitting, Wild led side," said Dart.
"That's right. But yer can't tell what cattle might have
the way around the other side of the house.
His sharp eyes were not long in discovering a strip of made these tracks. There's all kinds of tracks, from them
filled-in ground about twenty feet in width which ran straight of steers to barefoot niggers, here."
"Well, we will take a ride out this way and see if we can
to the water's edge.
For fear the hag might do damage to them, they led their find out anything," observed our hero.
Suiting the acti-0n to the word, he turned his horse and
horses with them.
When they had reached the bank they were apprised of the started for the collection of adobe shanties at a sharp trot.
As they came to the houses they saw several greasers
fact that there was deep water there.
A bight of rope hung to a tree and the bark of two or three lolling under trees in hammocks; some women were at work
other trees was worn, showing how lines had been made fast in the nearby field~ and dirty children sported in the sun.
Wild noted that the larger of the shanties appeared to be a
to them.
"It is easy enough to see where the cattle went now, boys," public house, and he rode up to it and dismounted.
Though he was not aware of it just then, he had struck
said Wild. "They were taken from here in a scow or a flatexactly the right place to get the inforn1.ation he desired.
boat."
The public house was kept by Senor Miguel, the villain
"And across to the Mexican side, most likely," spoke up
who ran things on the Mexican side for the Rio Grande
Dart.
"Oh, yes ! It is hardly likely they were kept on this side, Rus,tlers.
The senor· was there himself, as were the four who beor tha t they_ woi:,ld fetch them back here after taking them
longed to the gang.
ou t on the river.
Besides a lazy peon, who was puffing a cigarette and pick"What ar e you goin' to do about it, Wild?" asked Charlie.
•
"Do nbout it? Why, I am going to follow the trail and ing upon a guitar, they were the only ones present.
As the Americans entered Miguel got up and showed himtry and g et the cattle back. We will cross the river."
self ready for business,
"How are we e-o.in' to idt acrosll ?" Hoss Thom.usion askerl
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Both tobacco and drinks were for sale at the rude public gang, who were s.till in the place, and the result was that
they all left the shanty.
house, so our friends promptly bought.
They had horses handy by, and, mounting them, rode off
"We are looking for some cattle," said Wild a couple of
with the messenger as soon as Miguel closed and locked his
minutes after they had settled for what they purchased.
place of business.
"Do you want to buy?" the senor asked, evasively.
The villainous Mexicans were all well armed, but when
"Yes," answered our hero, as the thought came to him to
answer that way. "If we can buy cheap we will do business they got well on the way to the place at the edge of the patch
of woods, where the cattle-pen was, they saw to it that they
with you."
4 Oh, I am not in the business of selling cattle," the senor were in readiness.
"We will kill them if they make a fight," said the leader,
hastened to assure him. "But there's Pedro, he might show
you where you can get what you want. If you can get them showing his teeth in an ugly fashion. "But if we can ge.t
across the river without paying any duty you can make them into the shed where the p:t is it will be better. We
money. Of course, I wouldn't try anything of the kind, but can drop them into the pit, and then we will have them to
dispO'se of at our leisure."
I have heard of it being done."
The pit he spoke of was in an unused stone quarry right
The fact was that Senor Miguel had failed to get rid of
the stolen cattle, as he expected to, and they were in a pen near the pen.
It had been covered with boards and a shed built over it.
about a mile from the village.
Senor Miguel h'ad bought the property with the pit on it,
He was anxious to get rid of them, and it made no differand, being a villain, he calculated that the deep hole in the
ence who he sold tbem to.
Neither he nor the other members of the rustlers knew ground might come into good play some day, w he simply
Hoss Thompson, so they took the Americans to be strangers had it covered over.
It w:as about twetve feet in depth, and as the sides were
in search of some cattle to make money on.
The villain called Pedro got up and · offered to take our perpendicular, a man once in it could not get out without the
aid of some one.
friends where the cattle were.
And even then if the top was covered by the boards he
Of course, Wild was perfectly willing to this arrangement.
·
could not do it.
The Mexican got his pony and then they all rode off.
In a very few minutes they reached the cattle pen, which , "We will take up some of the boards and drop them into the
pit," said Miguel, as they neared the place. "Pedro will make
was located in a little piece of woods.
The moment he set eyes on the steers in the pen Hoss out that he is selling the Americanos the cattle, and he will
Thompson touched Young Wild West on the shoulder and invite them into the shed so he can w-rite out a receipt. I
will see to it that they fall into the pit if they come in. If
exclaimed:
"Them's ther cattle we lost' from ther ranch last night! I they do not come in we must shoot them from behind!"
The messenger understood what was required of him.
know 'em by ther b1·ands on 'em!"
Young Wild West and his companions had been doing a
whole lot of talkiug with Pedro.
They had made him an offer for the cattle, but he had held
them off, saying that he must see the owner first.
CHAPTER VIII.
"When ,:vill he be here?" our hero asked, not wishing to
let the fellow think that he was anything but a person who
VICTIM OF A TRICK;'
really wanted to buy the steers cheap.
"Pretty rnon he come," was the reply. "Soona he come,
Pedro, the Mexican, did not appear to hear the remark
then you buy."
made by Hoss Thompson at all.
But he did, just the same.
"All right."
So they waited.
He was a pretty sly sort of a fellow., shrewd as tl1e average
They were thinking of giving it up and going to find some
of his race.
It occurred to him as quick as a flash that the five Amer- official-they could report the robbery to when the messenger
Pedro had sent to Miguel walked up, rolling another cigaricans were from Buckhorn Ranch after the cattle,
Pedro decided to set a trap for them, knowing well that if ette.
He passeu a few words with Pedro in an offhand wa y
they succeeded in gett:ng away from the place the business
of the Rio Grande Rustlers would be ruined forever. ·
and walked on.
Then Pedl·o turned toward the shed that was in the rear
There were two dirty, sleepy-looking greasers in charge of
·
the pen, and when they saw our friends coming with Pedro of the cattle-pen.
they got up.
"I will make out the receipt," he sa:d, "and if the owner
Wild cautioned the cowboy to keep quiet, so nothing more noa come you can hava the steers."
"All right," answered Young Wild West, and he followed
was said about the cattle belonging to Buckhorn Ranch.
"You looka at da steers and maybe you want to buy," said the Mexican to the shed.
It was a very common sort of a shed, but Wild could not
·
Pedro.
Then he edged g.p to one of the greasers and spoke to him help noticing that instead of the hard-packed ground usually
found in such places there was a flooring of boa1·ds.
·
in Spanish.
There was 110 one in the shed, or apparently there was
At first he spoke aloud, but he soon dropped to a whisper.
Meanwhile, Young Wild West and his companions were not when Pedro en:..Cred, and our unsuspecting friends
stepped in and waited to see what he meant to do.
looking the cattle over, or making out that they were.
As luck would have it, they all got in a bunch in the center
But they never once thought that a job was being put up
on them.
of the floor.
This was just what the villain Miguel had hoped "for.
. The greaser Pedro had spoken to so.on walked off, rolling a
With his associates in the plot, he was concealed behind
cwarette lazily, and apparently havmg no other object in
'
'
~~
some barrels.
They were bearing their weight on a beam, and the inBut he no Eooner got out of sight of our friends when he
got a hurried move on him and mounted a tough little cayuse stant they got off it the central planks of the flooring would
and rode around through the woods for the place kept by go down.
Senor Miguel.
Miguel waited a couple of seconds after Wild and his four
The senor looked surprised when he saw the man coming companions came to a halt in the center of the place.
Then he let out a yell and fired a shot from his revolver.
in such a hurry.
At the same instant there was a crash and down went
.
"What is the matter?" he asked in Spanish.
"Pedro says you must come and catch the Americanos ! the floor of the shed!
A burst of laughter came from the Mexicans . when they
They are from Buckhorn Ranch, and they will have us all
saw the Americans disappear.
arrested or shot!"
It was such an easy way to dispose of them that they
Senor Miguel was all attention in an instant.
"I might have thought that," he 8aid. ''I don't know why could hardly believe that it had been accomplished.
"Pull up the planks!" commanded Miguel. "They must
I didn't. Well, we will soon fix the Americanos! We have
too much at stake to have our game spoiled. If they are not have a chance to get out."
The men se:zed them and got them out of the reach of our
from Buckhorn Ranch they will never go across the Rio
Grande allve!"
friends~ who were~ so much surprised that they had not got
Then he spoke hurriedly to the other three members of the upon tnei:r feet yet.
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It was quite a drop they had, but, fortunately, no bones
were broken.
The cowboy who had guided them to the spot where the
cattle had been gathered t0gcther, howe,<!r, was rendered
partly unconscious by the fall.
Young Wild West was the first to recover himself.
As the last plank was being pulled up he drew his revolver
and began firing.
At the scco'1d shot one of the Mexicans uttered a deathcry and C'amC ci<'Wn into the pit with a thud.
Then the plank was put in place and all was still.
It \\'.US the greaser who had borne the message to Miguel
that fell a v'ctim to Wild's shot.
He had received his pay for what he had clone to bring
about the capture of the Americans!
Senor Miguel did not seem to mind the loss of the man
much.
He was so elated over what had been accomplished that
'
he cared not for such a trifle.
What was the life of the lazy gr<'aser to him, anvway?
But he kept out of range of any bullets that might be fired
from below.
"I must go and see Senor Joe across the river at once,"
l·e said to Pedro. "You will see to it that the Americanos
'
,lo not get out."
"I will see to that," was the reply. "I will put the bull
that is to fight Su,:,day in the shed and let him prance around
on the floor. If he breaks through it will go hard with the
Americanos!"
"Good!" cried the leader. "You are a wise man, Pedro.
Put th<' bull in the shed. I will be off at once. I hope I will
find Senor Joe and his men at home."
He was off at D. gallop the moment he got upon the back
of his horse.
He never stopn,;d at all when he came to his shanty, but
went on to the river.
The flatboat was there, but no man.
Pullin<? a whistle from his pocket the villainous Mexican
blew a blast upon it.
The next minute two peons appeared, and when they
learned that Miguel, who was what was called a hidalgo,
wanted to go over, they hastened to accommodate him.
"I don't want to go to the regular landing, but to the
swamp," he told them.
Then lie tossed them a coin apiece and thP boat pushed off.
They got, him ar.:ross as scon as they could. and when they
had worked tJ,e boat in under the trees at the edge of the
swamp the villa'n was ·delighted to see Lanky Joe standing
there as though w:1.iting- for him.
"I see, yer con~in', Senor Miguel," the leader cf the Rio
Grande Rustlers !:'aid. "What's wrong?"
"I have five Americans from J3uckhorn Ranch prisoners in
my p·t," was the reply.
"You have!" cried Lanky Joe, joyfully. "Yer don't mean
that, Senor?"
"Yes, it is right."
"Well, that is good! They are hrd on<'s, an' they mean to
hurt i.s, too, I r<'ckon. They was_here while we was away,
rn' they 1,an<lled old Maria put1 Y rough, I reckon. Young
Wild West, ther champion dead!:<hot of ther West, is l.~er
lP11der of 'cm, an' !1e's shrewdnr than any ten mPn! It's him
what's clone all tJ,:s. He t0ld TI"P th:it he was r,oin' to make
short work of the,· Rio Grande Rustlers."
'"He t-ild you?"
"Y<'s," and the>J the villain told him all that had transpired, except the way he had been turned down by the pretty
girl at the ranch.
The dark eyes of Senor Miguel sr,arkled gloat'ngly.
"We will put ::m end to Youf\J; Wild West, then," he said,
nodding his h,ad. "He shall rever take possession of Bue}!:horn Ranch. It is you who shall have the ranch, Senor Joe.
We have the money, and we ·will buy it. It. will he a rnnch
better headquarters for us than the house in the swamp. You
must run it as an honest man, and that will give you a chance
at the cattle of the other ranches."
1 •A11 right, senor."
"I was ju~t th'nking. Young Wild West, as you call him,
r.1.ust have the money with him to pay for the ranch. so we
can take it from him and use it to buy the ranch. We can
make him si~ it over to you before he dies-for he must
die since he is what you say he is."
"Die! Well, I should say that he must! Why, I hate the
, young feller like poison, let alone what he's done tcr us. I
i.hould say he has got ter die!"
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"'Well, get your men and we will go over and see what is
to be done with him."
"Right yer are, senor. Jest wait till I tell 'em what's in
ther wind. I'll b"t Maria will be delighted, too."
He soon called his men, and when they heard what had
happened to the five who had been looking for the cattle
they were surprised beyond measure.
Lanky Joe took pains to tell the hag, too, and she grinned
in fiendish glee.
"You woulil l'ke to put an end to 'em, Maria, I know," said
the leader. "But we're goin' ter fix 'em, so it's all ther same.
I reckon there ain't no gang like that goin' ter put ther Rio
Grande Rustlers out of business--not yet a "·hile, anyway!"
The party got aboard the floatboat and were taken over,
their horses accompanying them.
Once on the other side they all rode for the shed near the
cattle-pen in the woods.
They were met by Pedro as they rode up.
"How are the Americanos ?" asked Miguel.
"Very quiet," was the reply. "And so is the bull we put
in the shed upon the boards over the pit. We thought that
so long as they did not make a great time we would wait
until you came back before stirring up the bull."
"You did just right. I have brought Senor Joe and his men
over to see the sport. We will make the bull fight the America nos! We will let him drop into the pit with them."
Pedro nodded.
"That will be fine!" he exclaimed.
When Lanky Joe heard what was going on he readily
agreed.
"If ther bull don't clean 'em out we will!" he said, pulling
his revolver and examining it to make sure that it was all
right.
The fienrls were bound to make it warm for our friends,
it seemed.

CHAPTER IX.
OUT OF THE PIT.

Young Wild West did not intend to stay in the pit very
long.
As soon as he found that the villains did not propose to
interfere any further with them just then he began to look
around for a way of escape.
The pit was irregular in formation and not very large.
"Charlie," Wild whispered, "let me stand on your shoulclers and sec what I can do."
"Right you are!" retorted the scout. "Go ahead!"
The agile deaclsbot was soon up the shoulders of the scout.
ThPn he could reach the beams and floor above very
handily.
He found also that he could move one of the boards easily.
But the Rio Grande Rustlers were up there, and they
would be shot down if they attempted to get out that way.
That was a foregone conclusion.
Wild got down off the shoulders · of Charlie and stood be·for<' him in the s~m'-darkness of the pit.
"It was a very n-at trick that they played on us," he observed in a low tone of voice, "but our turn will come pretty
soon; sec if it don't! Jim, just make an examination of the
fellmv I shot and see ·what you can find on him."
"All ri~ht." answered .Jim, and he proceeded to do so.
By this, time the cowboy was all right again, though he
was; pretty sore from the sudden fall.
Hoss Thompson had only received a slight bruise, and he
was pretty cool, watching our hero and his partners what
they did.
The cowboys would, no doubt, have felt very uneasy if they
rad ro• seen how calmly their companions took it.
Jim soon finished his search of the body of the dead
greaser.
A common sheath-knife, a sharp-pointed dagger, a pistol
and a very small sum of money was all he foun<l on him.
There was nothing that they wanted, so he put them back.
"Well," said Wild, "now I want all hands to work around
tl e sides of th;s place and be on the watch for something
like D.n openin~. I have an idea that we may find a way
to get out without having to go above."
"All right!" came the reply from all hands.
It was just then that they heard a tramping noise on the
hoards above them.
0
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The Mexicans were putting the bull in the shed.
It did not take our friends long to realize that it was an
animal of some kind that was over them, but as they did not
know for what purpose it had been placed -there, they gave it
'
little thought.
They were thinking of getting out, and Wild and his
partners had not the least doubt that they would.
There were five of them, and they were armed.
That was enough to make them think they would overcome
.
the di:fficul ty.
But it was evident the cattle thieves were quite desperate,
or they would never have lured them to the shed and dropped
them into the pit.
"They must have knowed who we was all the time," Charlie
observed, as they started to make a thorough examination
of their prison.
"No!" and Wild shook his head. "I am quite positive
they did not. It was what Hoss said about the cattle belonging to Buckhorn Ranch that gave us away. I took notice
tl1at the man called Pedro had something to say to one of
the greasers right after that. It was then that the job was
put ·up to drop us in this pit. But never mind! We are not
going to stay here long! I feel that in my bones!"
Then he started resolutely to find a way to get out.
He took hold of every projecting piece of sandstone that
he came to and tried to dislodge them.
About halfway around he came to a big projecting piece
that was of a shape '.that could not be caught hold of with a
person's hand, so he pushed against it.
Much to his surprise and satisfaction, that portion of the
·
side of the pit gave way.
There was a crumbling and rolling of sandstone particles
and then a cloud of dust came into the pit.
"I guess we have found something now, boys," our hero
coolly remarked. "Just have a look!"
He pointed through a small opening to daylight.
In spite of the cloud of dust that came in the instant the
wall gave way he had caught a glimpse of the outlet.
Then he shut his eyes for half a minute and uttered the
words just recorded.
For a cave-in of the kind there had been very little noise
made, and this was all in their favor.
Wild did not wait for the dust to settle, but started to crawl
through the opening.
He took no chances of any more of it caving upon him and
worked his way through at a live rate.
Cheyenne Charlie was right at his heels, for where Young
Wild West went the scout was not afraid to follow.
The rest came one after the other.
Wild soon found himself in a sort of deep ditch that
slanted upward toward the surface of the ground.
He did not hesitate in the least, but, revolver in hand,
scrambled out and to the surface.
He was within thirty feet of the shed, and he could see
the forms of several men sitting on the ground before it.
"Shi" said the daring boy, holding up his fingers, as he
lay low waiting for them all to get out. "Don't make any
more noise than you can help, boys. If we can get away
without their knowing i,t, it will be so much the better."
_
· They heard and unde!stood.
The two cowboys did the same as they saw Charlie and
Jim do.
Wild waited until he was sure there was a good chance
to get around behind the shed without attracting the attention of the Mexicans, and then he started.
The lazy gang did not even turn their heads once, and
the next minute l they were past the point where they could
have been seen by them.
"Now if we can get our horses without letting them know
of it we will be all right," said our hero.
"We left 'em standin' around at the front end of ther
cattle-pen," answered Charlie. "If they're there yet we kjn
git 'em all right. · There may be one of ther g1·easers there
with 'em, an' if there is he will soon git a close of ther medicine that he likes to give out."
The scout drew his keen-edged hunting-knife as he spoke.
They walked right ahead, simply stooping a little, and
around the cattle-pen they went.
Their horses were just where they had left them.
A smile of triumph came over the face of Young Wild
West when he saw there was no one there guarding the
steeds.
"We will soon see who is · at the top of the heap in this
game," he said. "I guess the Rio Grande Rustlers are not

as smart as they think they are. Just wait! We will get
every one of the cattle back, and the thieves will either be
captured or shot. That is the way we do business, isn't it,
boys?"
"You kin bet!" exclaimed Charlie, while Jim nodded.
Hoss Thompson and the other cowboy looked at the handsome young Prince of the Saddle in admiration.
He was a born leader, and they realized it fully.
He did things with such a great degree of coolness that
he was bound to make men look up to him.
Wild stepped up to his horse and looked back in the direction of the shed.
He could not see the Mexicans from there, so he calmly
took the sorrel by the head and led him into , the woods.
Then the rest caught their horses without the least trouble
and followed ·him.
''We will now get to the river without passing through
the village," said our hero. "We will head right for the
ranch, I guess. Morris will have to go to the pro'per person
and make the charge against these Mexicans. There may be
some trouble in getting the steers back, but we will nail
Lanky Joe and his gang with little difficulty."
They mounted when at a safe distance from the Mexicans,
and then Wild led the way around the woods for the river.
Five minutes later they came to the river at a point half
a mile below the ferry landing.
"I reckon we'd better k'e ep on this sidMill we git below
ther swamp," observed the scout. "That'll be easier than
goin' ther other way."
"Well, I suppose it will," Wild admitted; "but we might
catch the five villains if we went over. But never mind!
We will wait until to-morrow to do that."
When he once said a thing it was settled.
No one else offered any suggestion, so they rode on doWll
the river bank.
"Is there a boat to take us across anywhere near the
·ranch?" Wild asked, when they had covered a mile or two.
"Yes," answered floss Thompson. "There's a ferry there.
If ther feller .what runs ther scow ain't on ther side yer
want ter cross from all's yer have got ter do is ter shoot off
your revolver an' wave ter him ter come over an' git yer."
"Well, if that is the case we will ride on down and cross
·
over that way."
"That's about ther best, I reckon."
Darkness set in before they got to the little ferry. '
But, fortunately for them, they found the m::n there with
his rude craft ready for passengers.
The scow was big enough to take them all at one time,
horses and all, so they got in, and then waited patiently
until the other· side was made.
The lights of Buckhorn Ranch were right before them,
but it seemed a long while before they were on dry land
·
once more.
The scow ferries on the Rio Grande were rather slow
modes of travel.
When they finally reached the front door of the ranchhouse a sigh of relief went up from , all hands.
"Where have you been to, Hoss?" demanded Stella, as
she came out to meet them. "I started on your trail this
afternoon to find you an' h~lp run down ther Rio Grande
Rustlers, but I lost ther trail at ther swamp. You didn't
go in ther swamp, did you?"
"Yes, right through it, gal," was the reply. "It is ther
first time I knowed that it could be done, but Young Wild
West led us through all right. There was a trail that the
thieves had jest made, yer know, an' he took ther risk of
follerin' · it."
"Did yer find ther thieves?"
"I reckon we did."
"Who are they?"
'"Oh, they are ther gang what calls themselves ther Rustlers, all right."
"How many of 'em was there?"
"Five. We met 'em as they come out of ther swamp, but
we wasn't sure that they was ther ones jest then. We found
out a little later that they was, though. We went across
ther river an' found some more of ther gang- there. We
found ther cattle what was took last night, too."
"Git out!" exclaimed the girl.
"Is that right, Hoss?" spoke up the ranchman, who had
been standing in the doorway listening to what was being
,
said.
"That's right, boss."
"He has told it just about as it happened," spoke up Wild.
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"Now, if you have got anything rea<1¥ to eat we will ~it
""Y\'hat is it, Stella?" and he let his hammer rest upon the
down, and while we are getting away with the grub I will anvil.
"Dad an' mother is gain' East.''
tell you the story of how we found the Rio Grande Rustlers
"Yes, I know."
had taken the cattle."
"I'm goin', too.''
"Come right iI\, Mandy has been keepin' ther supper
"Ye-e-es."
waitin' fur yer. Yer won't be left, an' no mistake!!"
"An' you're gain' t·oo E'
A few minutes later they were seated at a table with a
'
"Me, Stella?"
bountiful repast before them.
Then Wild related just what had taken place since they . "Yes, you! You're goin' East with me an' dad an' motl1er
left the ranch right after dinner.
if you only stay there a week, an' then come back to Buck~
The ranchman and his wife and daughter were amazed l1orn Ranch."
·
at it.
The cowboy blacksmith scratched his head in a puzzled
I
They could hardly think it possible that the villains would ~~
dare to imprison them in a pit.
"There's only one way that sich a thing could be did ? "
"They must have meant ter kill yer," said the good ,ivife, he" finally blurted out.
Well, tell me what that way is."
holding up her hands in horror.
,
"If we was ter git-married we--"
"There is no doubt about that," Wild al).swered, with a
smile. "But we didn't allow them to do it, that's all."
~fGe paused to see _what- effect the words had upon the girl.
"Young Wild West said he felt it in his bones that we
" o oni you foolish galoot!" she said.
was goin' ter git out of that pit, an' he was right," remarked
Well, if we was ter git married we could go East on a
Hoss Thompson.
so~;ter honeymoon, Stella. It would be fine, I reckon.''
After they had talked it over thoroughly and decidedIt would, her. How do you know it would?"
~tella came right close to the forge now.
that an effort would be made to get the cattle back across
the river the first thing_in the morning, the ranchman
~ow do y_ou kl!,ow I would marry you, Hoss?" she said,
turned to Wild and said:
lo~}dng at hi:11 with a strange light in her eyes.
fix
an'
come
ter
notary
a
fur
Paso
El
ter
"I sent over
Well, tf)at s where ther trouble comes in. I don't s'pose
up ther papers to-night. I thought it would be better than yer do think enough of a big ungainly galoot like me ter
goin' over there, 'cause Mandy has ter sign, too, yer know." marry me."
"That's right," replied our hero. "I am glad you dig that.
'.'.How do you know that, Hoss?".
I'll start in to brand the cattle to-morrow. I'll nave a
Well, I don't know, but I sorter think by ther way you
that
guess
I
it,
on
W.
W.
brand made with the letters Y.
always act that you don't"
will be better than the old brand."
"Hoss, when you don't k~ow how many steers is in a pen
"Sartin!" spoke up Hoss Thompson. "I'm jest ther man what do you do?"
blacksmith
ther
do
I
too!
ter make ther brand fur yer,
"Count 'em!" exclaimed Hoss
work here, yer know."
The girl looked· puzzled .for ·a moment.
thing
"Is that so ? Well, you make the brand the first
Then her .face brightened.
in the morning, then, will you?"
"S'.pose you got it in your head that ther steers was goin'
"I sartinly will."
to git out of ther pen, what would you do then?"
if it was so or not"
1 "I'd go an' find
"'!'.hat's jest it! Now, why don't you find out whether
I thmk e_nough of you to marry you or not?"
CHAPTER :X.• .
"Creepm' rattlers!. ~y d_id n't I think of that afore?
Well, gal! ther question is gom 1 ter be popped right here!"
JSS THOMPSON PROPOSES AND IS ACCEPTED.
and. he picked up the hammer and let it come down on the
anvil with a bang.
·"Let her pop, Hoss!"
The notary came over about nine o'clock to remain over"Stella, will yer be my wife?"
night at Buckhorn Ranch, because the distance was too far
"Yes, Hoss!"
to go back the same night, unless he changed horses.
"I'll make a trip East with yer, then. Come ter my
But he said he had plenty of time, so there was no neces- arms,
gal!"
·
sity of hurrying things.
That settled it! ,
The papers were made out and duly signed by Bob :Morris
It was a rather queer place for a proposal of man-iage
and his wife, and then Young Wild West gave his certified
'
.
but that made no difference to them.
.
check for the amount.
They settled it all right there.
"Now, instead of me being your guest, you are mine,"
"I'll go East with yer, Stella," said Thompson. "I reckon
he said to the ranchman, with a laugh. "The de!!d gives
me possessiol). right away and the bill of sale for the stock Young Wild West will let me have a month off Ther
and implements takes effect immediately. Mr. Johns, you chances is that he'll stay here himself as long a~ that.''
"Oh, I'll see to that. I'll jest fix it mth Young Wild
are my guest, too."
"All right," arn,wered the tendetfoot, who had rested until West all right. rll ·jest tell him that you an' me will run
He'll say all right, see if he don't'"
he had got in good shape. "I feel that I am just as wel- ther ranch fur hnn. right.''
·
"Yes, I'll say all
come at Buckhorn Ranch as I was before.''
used
was
that
shed
the
of
door
the
to
stepped
had
Wild
are.''
"You certainly
There was quite a jollification over the transfer that night. as a shop for the blacksmithing business of the ranch just
The only one who did not appear satisfied was Stella, the in time to hear the ·1ast remarks of each.
They quickly stepped apart.
daughter of the ranchman.
"Never mind me," our hero said, with a smile. "I could
"Mother," she said the next morning, "I've slept over
it, an' I've come to ther conclusion that I ain't goin' East see how this thing was going to come out. Now what is
it that you want me to say !all right' about?" '
L1nless Hoss Thompson goes with us.''
"I'll tell you, Mr. West," answered the girl, her face
"Then I reckon you'll have ter stay," was her mother's reply. "You couldn't git him to go East, an' you know it.'' suffused with blushes. "Me an' Hoss has made up our minds
"Oh, yes, I could, mother. I reckon I km git him to to hook up an' go East with dad an' mother. We won't be
gone more'n a month, an' then we'll come 'back an' take
go about anywhere I say.''
"Well, we ain't goin' to start in a week yet, so don't talk charge of ther ranch fur yer.''
"Good! That will just about suit me. I was thinking
any more about it till ther time comes. I hate to leave
ther ranch, an' I want to try an' forgit that I've got to.'' of sending up to Weston for Charlie's wife and -a couple
There were tears in the eyes of the good woman as she of young ladies to come down and stay here a while. The
climate is fine here, and it will do them good."
,
·
/
spoke.
"Is one of ther young ladies your sweethea1-t?" asked
Then the girl 1·esolved that she would do all she could to
the girl bluntly.
ease her mind.
"Yes, I am not ashan1ed to own that one of them is.
She went out as soon as she had breakfast and found her
cowboy lover busy in the blacksmith shop fashioning out The other is Jim Dart's.''
"Well, if you git 'em to come down here keep 'em here
the brand he had promised to make for our hero.
"Hello, Hoss!" she called out sharply. "Do you know one till we come back, won't you ? "
"Yes. if You d<.m't stay aey longer than a month."
thing?"
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"We won't stay any longer than that," spoke up Hoss. "I
reckon we'll both git tired of it afore that, won't we, gal?
, We'll miss ther prairie grass an' ther wildflowers, an' ther
t·ipplin' waters of ther Rio Grande, an' ther hills which
raise up back on ther Mexican side like grim ghosts."
"You kin bet we will, Hoss!"
Stella now hurried back to the house.
She was happy as a lark now and was hastening to ease
·
the mind of her mother.
"Well, Hoss," said Wild, as he picked up the piece of
iron the cowboy was working on, "you have got the brand
nearly done, I see."
"Yes," was the reply. "It wasn't much of a job ter
pound out them letters on red-hot iron. I'll put ther finishin'
touches on in less than twenty minute~."
"Well, we will have a branding at Buckhorn Ranch, then.
The notary who fixed up the papers last night is going to
let the sheriff and custom officers at El Paso know about
the Rio Grande Rustlers. He says the work of getting the
-.:attle across the river will be begun at once."
"Well, that's iest what we want ter see."
"Yes, I guess we can attend to Lanky Joe and his gang
all right. Let the officers look after the Mexicans, unless
we can get them on · Mexican soil."
Wild thought the matter over and finally came to the conclusion that it would be best to make a trip to the adobe
shanty in the swamp and capture the five villains without
waiting for the law to take its course.
He wanted to see the villains punished for ~hat they had
done, and, believing them to be criminals of the worst sort,
he meant that they should not escape.
"Boys," said he to Charlie and Jim, "I guess we will take
a ride to the house in the swamp this morning."
"Good enough!" exclaimed the scout.
·
"Just the thing!" chimed in Jim.
"Say!" spoke up Percy Maitland Johns, "I made up my
mind when I got up that I was going to take a horseback
ride to get the stiffness out of my joints and learn the art
at the same time. Will you let me go with you?"
"Yes," answered' Wild. "But you must be ready to shoot
if the occasion demands it."
"Well, I ;v:ill be ready. I have just made up my mind
that I am gomg to do the same as the people who live here
do. I won't get frightened and act like a woman if danger
comes."
Charlie grinned as though he had his doubts about that.
As they were getting ready to leave Hoss Thompson,
who _had completed the _branding-iron and had everything in
readmess for the branding of the cattle, came up and asked
if he could go along.
Of course Wild could not very well refuse, so he was
told to get his horse.
A few minutes later the party of five started off.
Wild and his two partners would easily prove more than
a match for the Rio Gran'tle RustJers, but they did not object to having the cowboy and tenderfoot with them.
The resolve Johns had made to ride a horse was firmly
set upon him, and as he now did exactly as he was told, he
began to rapidly get the hang of it.
"I'll be all right before I go back East," he said.
"Well, I reckon you will," the scout admitted, .when he
had noted the vast improvement the young man was making.
"Do you know?" observed the tenderfoot, who had heard
about the . proposed marriage of Hoss Thompson and his
pretty cousin, "that I think I shall reverse something that
··
happens here when we get to New York?"
1
"What is that?" asked Jim.
"Well, my cousin ,Stella is going to marry Hoss and go
East for a wedding trip. I guess if I can get my intended
to consent to the ,arrangement I will get married and come
back with them to spend our honeymoon in Texas."
They rode along until about ten miles had been covered.
Then they happened to look across the river and see a
band of horsemen riding do,:wn the opposite bank.
One quick glance and Wild recognized some of them.
They were Lanky Joe and his men!
There were ten in the party, the others being Mexicansno other than Senor Miguel, Pedro and the rest of the
rustlers from the Mexican side.
"Don't let them see that we have noticed them," said
Wild. "Look straight ahead and keep right on talking as
we have been doing. It strikes me that they are up to
some mischief. They are heading for the ferry near the
·
ranch. oerhaps.'

"This will save ou.r long ride to the swamp, then," spoke
up the tenderfoot, who was getting so used to the saddle
that he rather enjoyed it than otherwise.
"Yes, and I am rather glad of it," answered Wild. "We
will keep right on until they get ahead fa:r enough not to
see us. Then we will make a detour and reach the ranch
as quickly as possible."
The more Wild thought about it the more he became
convinced that the rustlers were out on some mischief.
"It can hardly be that they are going to make a raid on
the ranch," he thought. "But then it may be that they
have nerved themselves to do something desperate. The
fact of our escaping from the pit so easily might have
incented them to try and make short work of us.. They
know that we will surely be the means of breaking up their
business. I wouldn't be surprised if they really mean to
visit the ranch for the purpose of cleaning us out!"
When he came to this conclusion he urged his horse ahead
a little faster.
"What's ther matter, Wild?" asked the scout, who noticed
an expressio'n of uneasiness on our hero's face.
"I thinl~ we are going to have some hot work pretty soon,"
was the reply.
"Good enough!"
They rode on until finally they came in sight of the ranch
buildings.
The ~ate of the stockade was closed, and that set them
wondermg all the more.

CHAPTER XI.
THE BRANDING AT BUCKHORN RANCH.

The Mexicans who had been sitting outside the shed
after the bull was put in were totally ignorant that even
the horses of our friends were gone, let alone themselves.
They thought they were in the pit still, and did not think
it strange that they were so silent.
"Is that where they are?" asked Lanky Joe, with a chuckle.
"Yes," answered Senor Miguel. "We tumbled them in
nicely. Young Wild West shot one of the men, though,
after he landed at the bottom of the pit.''
"Is that so? That's too bad.''
"Oh, it wasn't one of our members," replied the senor,
with a shrug of his shoulders. "It matters not a great deal.
I am glad it was he, instead of Pedro, or myself, for instance."
"That's so, I s'pose. Now, how are yer goin' ter git ther
bull down there?"
"Let him down the same as we did the five men.''
"Oh, well, let's git right at it. Ther quicker Young
Wild West an' his gang is put out of ther way ther easier
I'll feel."
Miguel gave the word to his men and they sneaked softly
to the beam that could be pulled from beneath the boards.
The bull was lying down right in the very place they
wanted him to be chewing his cud in a contented manner.
This was rather a strange thing for such a vicious animal
to do, but the chances were that he was tired out.
But when he fell to the bottom of the pit it was more
than likely that he would get into action immediately.
Then what the villains called fun would likely ensue.
They worked out all the arrangements in a noiseless
manner, for the senor was not going to run the risk of being
shot.
When everything was in readiness the timber was pulled
aside · and down went the bull with a crash.
A maddened bellow came from the animal as he landed in
a heap at the bottom of the pit and then the sc;oundrels
strained their ears to catch the cries of astonishment from
those who were imprisoned there.
But nothing, save the noise the bull made, came to their
ears.
They waited for fully five minutes before they began to
think it decidedly strange.
"They must have been killed by ther tumble down there,"
suggested Lanky Joe.
The senor shook his head.
"No,''. he said, "they c~uld not all be killed by the fall.
That is out. of the question.''
"Then what kin be ther matter?"
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The leader of the Rustlers began hunting around and
"It may be they are not there."
Just then a greaser came up and stated that the horses soon came across the new branding-ironof. him.
Then a fiendish idea took possession
of the Americans were nowhere to be found.
He would heat the brand, and unless the ranchman told
"Hoppin' tomcats!" c1·ied Lanky Joe. "If that is the case
quickly where his money was they would burn him with the
we're in fur it!"
The bull had quieted down now, so the villain stepped up red-hot iron.
'
Holding up the bmnding-iron , he shouted:
to the edge of the opening and peered into the pit.
"Now, boys, we'11 have some fun!"
"They are not in the pit!" he exclaimed excitedly. "They
The face of Morris turned as pale as death.
are not there, and it is quite likely that they have not been
"You'd better go away an' let me be," he said. "You'll
there for some time. They have made. their escape through
a hole that I did not know existed. Our fun has been all suffer if you don't!"
Pleadings were nothing to such villains as they.
spoiled, Senor Joe!"
Lanky Joe put the iron in the fire to heat it.
"Well," observed Lanky Joe, "I jest reckon I ain't goin'
It did not take the iron long to heat.
over ter ther Texas side as long as Young Wild West is
It was a charcoal fire that had been /started, and that was
loose an' huntin' fur us. He'll have us in no time if WA go
·
·
quick and powerful.
over there."
Lanky Joe took the iron from the fire, and then Stella
T~e Rio Grande Rustlers were very downhearted that
to get away from the two
eve'ning when they gathered in the adobe shanty that was and her mother began to · struggle
men who were holding them.
kept hf S_enor Miguel.
They succeeded in doing so just as one of the Mexicans
Senor Miguel slept but little, but he did lots of thinking.
the
After he had his coffee in the morning he called Lanky shouted something in his own language and darted for
river.
Joe to him.
But Lanky Joe and his five men did not hear him.
"Joe," said he, speaking more familiarly than he was wont
They were crazed with the liquor they had drank, and
to, "I have a plan in view."
"What is it, senor?" asked the villainous leader of the they meant to carry out what they had started.
The Mexican had seen our friends riding swiftly for the
rustlers.
"We must go to Buckharn Ranch and wipe out those who stockade.
1
,
.
That was enough for him!
have interfered with us!"
warning.
the
giving
after
boat
the
for
ran
He
"But it won't be safe ter do it, senor."
Wild West and his friends were at the g:i.te now,
"Yes, it will. We will make it safe. We will go down butYoung
were not aware of it.
rustlers
the
proper
the
at
on this side of the river and then cross over
Something was goiµg to happen v:?ry quickly.
~ime. We will raid the ranch and take all the money there
leader of the gang of rustlers, was about to brand
1s there at the same time. If we take them by surprise we theThe
owner, when his wife and daughter began to beg
ranch
none
be
will
can put them all out of the way and then there
.
mercy.
for
left to tell the tale."
in bursting
succeeded
friends
his
and
Wild
then
Just
Lanky Joe shook his head.
the gate of the stockade and rushed in.
Senor Miguel was getting desperate, and the more he open
"Whoopee!'' yelled· Cheyenne Charlie.
thought the matter over the more he 1:Jecame convinced that
Crack!
it was the only way to settle the business and make them
He fired a shot from his revolver at the same time, and
·
safe.
was the first the villains knew that help had arrived.
Then Lanky Joe stepped up and offered to lead them to that
Lanky Joe's courage left him the instant he saw Young
.
Buckhorn Ranch.
West.
"We kin stay on ther Mexican side, boys, after it is all Wild
He dropped the branding-iron and started to run.
over," he said. "It is jest as good here, anyhow. After
But Stella quickly picked it up and darted after him.
a while it will be forgot an' then we kin go back."
She succeeded in pushing the hot iron against his cheek
this.
at
Miguel nodded
with all the force she could command, and with a howl of
full
the
up
ma~e
which
ten,
of
A little later the party
pain the scoundrel leaped around the corner of the building.
complement of the Rio Grande Rustlers. ·rode down in the
Crack! Crack!
Ranch.
Buckhorn
opposite
direction of the ferry, landing
Two more shots were fired by our friends and two more
riding
party
a
of
sight
in
Halfway down they came
of the rustlers went down.
toward the swamp on the opposite side.
But the rest had a good chance to get out of range by
they
when
and
were,
they
They readi_ly recognized who
running around the blacksmith shanty.
felt
they
seen
been
not
became convmced that they had
"Oh! Oh!" cried Stella. as she saw her mother cuttingelated.
bonds of her father with a knife that had' been dropped
the
West
Wild
Young
an'
"We'll clean out ther ranch first,
of the men. "You was jest in time, Hoss!"
one
by
is
"Things
an' hi s gang afterwards," chuckled Lanky Joe.
She only thought of her lover, it seemed.
wo1'.l.dn' our way at last, boys!"
"It wasn't me what done it; it was Young Wild West,"
Arriving at the ferry, Miguel tossed the man in charge he answered. "He knowed jest what ter do."
a g-oldpieee and exclaimed:
Our friends were so glad that they had arrived in time
"Take us across and wait for us. Another iroldpiece like to save the ranchman from being burned that they stopped
this if you keep your mouth shut.;'
there . for a moment.
It so happened that the man was an unscrupulous felBut suddenly the tenderfoot fired a shot in the direction
work
low, anyhow, so he was ready to make a good day's
of the river and called out:
and ask no questions.
"There they go!"
By leaving their horses on the Mexican side the ten' men
·
got across in one trip.
Then they sneaked through the fringe of trees toward the
CHAPTER XII.
house.
The ranchman was alone :it the house with his \Vife and
CONCLUSION.
daughter.
They were cra,:ed with the liquor they had drunk, and
Young Wild West heard what Johns said.
meant to take East with them, and were not aware that
The boy was now in the humor to give the Rio Grande
any danger exi.sted until a howling, drunken mob rushed into
·
Rustlers all they deserved.
the house with leveled revolvei:s.
"Come on, boys!" he called out to Charlie and Jim.
"Fetch out Morris!" ordered Lanky Joe. "We'll tie him
The three rushed toward the river.
some place an' make him tell jest where his money is. It'll
They were just in time to see the scow being pushed off.
save us a lot of trouble huntin' around fur it."
"Stop!" shouted Wild.
The ranchman was dragg·ed out roughly.
But the villains well knew that their OlJlY hope was to
Lanky Joe looked around and saw a post near the log
·
get on the Mexican side, and they worked their utmost.
shanty that was used as a blacksniith shop.
Senor Miguel meant to let his enemies know that he w:as
"Tie him over there!" he commanded. "Shut ther gate
of ther stockade, :;ome one I Senor Miguel, let your men there, too.
Seizing a rifle, he dropped low in the scow and be2"an
lav around so they kin see if any one comes."
~ing.
The orders were carried out to the very letter.
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Th~ bullets . cut the limbs of the trees around the heads
of .Wild ar:d lus partnE;rs, but they kept right on running.
rhe fo!Jage now hid the receding boat from view.
When the three reached the edge of the water the scow
was about thirty feet from the shore.
5>ur three friends instantly covered them with their rifles.
Come back here!" shouted Wild.
"Come and get us if you want us!" answered Senor Miguel
.
from below the side of the scow.
Crack!
"Caramba!"
It ,ms Cheyenne Charlie who fired and Miguel who uttered the exclamation.
The scout had fired at the side of the boat at h point
where he thought the villain was.
He was right, for the bullet grazed his elbow and gave
·
him a painful wound.
But the fen:yman and the other two men kept on pushing
the scow ahead.
Wild did not want to shoot the ferryman.
H~ d~cided to make_ him let go the pole, anyhow.
His rifle was already at his shoulder, and taking quick aim,
.
he fired.
The bullet pierced the forearm of the man and he let go
the pole, uttering a yell of pain.
The pole went floating down the stream.
That l_essened the progress of the boat considerably.
Then 1t was that two of the Mexicans jumped ovei"board.
Two shots. sounded from off to the left of Wild and his
partners and aown they went.
Our hero cast a swift glance around and saw that Morris
and Hoss. 'Pho:rnpson were taking a hand in tne game.
. '.l'he ~.tber -villains ceased paddling and the scow began to
drift down the stream, with a tendency toward the opposite
shor~, as the1wind was blowing that way.
Wild thought a moment, and then he turned to his companions and said:
"We will sink the boat!!"
Crack, crack, crack! Cra-c-c-c-ck!
A perfect fusillade was kept up for the space of . three
minutes.
By this'. time several cowboys had ~ot back to the ranch,
and, hearmg the shooting, they came running to the river
bank.
"What's up?" cried one of them.
Morris quickly tQld them.
Then they began shooting, too.
The result was that the scow began filling with water.
Suddenly two men leaped from it and began swimming
for the Mexican shore, keeping the scow between them and
our friends.
This nettled Wild somewhat, for .he could not get a shot
at them.
Seeing that the ruse worked so well, the rest followed
'
leaving the wounded ferryman alone in his craft. ·
But Jim Dart picked one of the villains as he jumped over
'
and that reduced the number of the gang to six.
"Just wait a w.hile, boys," said our hero, calmly. "We will
pick them off when they land."
It was nearly ten minutes before they were able to see the
·
swimmers.
Then Cheyenne Charlie fired and one went down.
"Hold on!" cried the voice of Lanky Joe. "Don't shoot no
more! We'll give in."
"Come over this side, then," answered Young Wild West.
"Never!" shrieked Senor Miguel, as he got a footing on
( the bottom and floundered for the shelter of some tall reeds.
Crack!
1
Hoss Thompson fired and that was the last of Miguel.
That changed things all around.
Lanky Joe suddenly turned and began swimming for the
American side.
The other four quickly followed his example.
"Paddle the scow in here!" .Wild called out to the ferryman.
"I can't; I've only got one hand to do it with," was the
reply.
"Well, if you don't do as I tell you you won't have that
hand to use very long."
The man changed his mind and soon had the scow moving
toward them.
In about ten minutes the five villains readhed the shore in
an exhausted condition.
"Well, what do you think of the situation now?" Youn.ll.'

.....

Wild West asked, with a smile. "Are you glad you came
down here to make a raid?"
"No," answered Pedro. "Me avery sorra."
The villains were disarmed and their hands tied behind
them.
The five prisoners were securely fastened in an outbuilding
and three cowboys stationed over them to guard them.
It was now near dinner-time, and as Wild knew that the
sheriff, or some of his deputies would soon be along he proposed that they forget what had happened and have something to eat.
"That's right!" exclaimed Morris. "You are ther coolest
chap I ever seen. I wish I was like you."
"Well, what is the use of keeping excited when there is
nothing· to be excited over? It is all over now, ain't it?"
"Yes I reckon so."
It vJas late in the afternoon when the sheriff arrived
with a posse of man-hunters in the shape of some cowboys
he had gathered up and sworn in as deputies.
He was much elated when he heard what had happened.
When he was introduced to Young Wild West he expres~ed
such delight at meeting him that the boy was forced to give
his hand an extra hard squeeze to make him desist.
The next day the cattle we1:e brought back to the ranch ·
by a Mexican official, who also inquh'ed about Senor Miguel.
When he heard what had happened on both sides of the
river he was much surprised.
That afternopn the work of- branding the cattle was begun.
The cowboys all showed their ability at roping the wild
steers, and Stella insisted on Hoss Thompson trying it.
"I kin rope a stee1· an' tie him in jest fifty-five seconds,"
he said. "But I'll bet Young Wild West kin beat that!"
"Go ahead! We will both see what we can do," answered
,
.
our hero.
Hoss sailed in and succeeded in doing the job in a second
,
less than he had claimed he could do it in.
This beat - the record of any of the cowboys by several
seconds, and Hoss was looked upon as a champion roper.
Wild had done the thing many times in as quick time as
Hoss had, but he now decided to see just how quick he could
do it.
Morris held ' the watch, and at the word "Sail in!" our
·.
hero let himself go.
He roped the steer about the horns, threw it and had it tied
in just thirty-two seconds.
"There you are!" he cried. "I guess that's pretty good,
if I do say it myself."
"I should reckon so!" cried Stella. "But never mind, Hoss!
Young Wild West ain't a cowboy, an' you are. You beat
ther whole bunch but him, didn't yer, old man?"
"I did, gal," was the reply. "But I reckon his pards could
give me a close call if they was ter try."
.
"Well, they ain't go.in' ter try."
They didn't, e,ither, for they did not want to go against
the girl's wishes.
The. branding of the cattle was at length accomplished.
·
and then things began to assume shape on the ranch.
About a week after the capture of the Rio Grande Rustlers there W¥ an old-fashioned Texas wedding at -Buckhorn
Ranch.
Hoss Thompson and Stella Morris became man and wife.
The very next day they started for New York.
The father and mother of the girl and Percy Maitland
Jphns went with them, as a matter of course.
Wild and his two partners went up to El Paso and saw
•
them off on the train.
As they were boarding the cars Hoss Thompson turned and
said to our hero:
"Young Wild West, this are ther identical platform what
I was going on when I first got introduced ''to yer. I was in
a bad gang, an' I was jest mal{in' 'Mr. Johns jump I was!
I'm mighty glad that you happened along t:hat <lay fur
what bad there was in me you took it all out. Me an' Stella
will be back ag'in in a month's time, so goodby, all hands!"
That is about all there is to say, except that we might add
that Lanky Joe and the 1·est of the Rustlers got sent up for
long term;; in prison.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
AND THE LINE LEAGUE; OR, ARIETTA AMONG THE
SMUGGLERS."
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HELP '{OUR COUNTRY!
AMERICA'S CA USE FOR WAR.
"The milit<J,ry _masters of Germany denied us the
right to be neutral. They filled our communities
w~th vicious spies and conspirators. They sought to
corrupt our citizens. * * * They sought by violence to destroy our industries and arrest our commerce. They tried to incite Mexico to take up arms
against us and to draw Japan into hostile alliance
with her. They impudently denied us the use of the
high seas and repeatedly executed their threat that
they would send to their death any of our people
who ventured to approach the coasts of Europe. * * *
"This flag under which we serve would have
been dishonored had we withheld our hand."Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States.

CALL FOR SURGICAL DRESSINGS.
The surgical dressings committee authorizes the
following,:
"The work rooms of the surgical dressings committee are remaining open this summer to meet
the urgent demands from abroad for dressings,
fracture pillows, and those things which will bring
comfort to our allied wounded. The need for the
pillows is particularly acute at this time. Will you
help?
"In every household there are small pieces of
white materials, old towels, and table linen which
could be utilized by those working to supply those
much-needed articles. Conservation is the watchword of the day. Save all materials whether large
or small and send them to the surgical dressings
committee, 1301 Connecticut avenue, where they
will be used."
GREATLY INCREASED CALL FOR STENOGRAPHERS AND TYPISTS, DUE TO WAR.
The Civil Service Commission authorizes the following.
As soon as it became certain that every branch
of the Government service must expand to war proportions, and as quickly as possible, the Civil Service Commission was confronted with problems
which, owing to industrial conditions prevailing,
have proved to be difficult of solution. Not the least
of these has been the task of keeping pace with the
demand for stenographers and typewriters, both in
the departm·e nts and offices at WashiI).gton and in
field branches.
Even in normal times a sufficient number of

qualified stenographers and typewriters to meet the
needs of the Government are not easy to obtain.
That the Civil Service Commission has been able
Urns far to meet the greatly increased calls for eligibles has been due to the fact that from the beginning of the altered conditions the commission has
conducted a campaign which has employed every available agency to impress upon the public thi~
need of the Government. Business schools, typewriter manufacturing compa~ies, newspapers and
periodicals, and the commission's 3,000 local representatives in every part of the country have rendered most valuable assistance. Ste:r"Jg·rapher and
typewriter examinations for the d partmental service at Washington are held every Tu~sday in 400 of the principal cities. Examinations for the field
service also are held frequently. Since the1 beginning of this calendar year the commission has examined approximately 20,000 applicants for stenographer and typewriter positions. Of this number, about 11,000 competed in examinations for the
departmental service at Washington. Practically
all of those who passed the examinations for the
departmental service, except those who entered the
more recent examinations, have been offered employment at salaries ranging from $900 to $1,200 a
year.
The increasing difficulty experienced in supplying
stenographer and typewriter eligibles has convinced
the Civil Service Commission that the remedy lies
in encouraging a great number of men and women
to take up the study of stenography and typewriting, with the view of entering the Government
service when they shall have qualified in the commission's examinations. Men exe~pted from military service aNd women not otherwise aiding the
Government in this hour of its t!'ial may find here
an opportunity to help in a practical way and at
the same time may gain a special training which
will always be valuable. There are several thousand
business scl/-ools, public and private, located in every city in the country, equipped to give this training. The secretary of the local board of civil-service
examiners at the postoffice in any city in which city
delivery of mail has been established is prepared to
advise persons who call upon him as to the proper
method of applying for a civil-service examination.
The Civil Service Commission at Washington or the
civil-service district secretary at Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Chicago, St. Paul,
St. Louis, New Orleans, Seattle, or San Francisco
will also give prompt attention to requests for information or for application blanks and instructions.
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/THE BOY WHO WON OUT
By DICK ELLISON
(A

SERIAL STORY)

however, Mr. Winner came in, and the senior memCHAPTER XVI (Continued).
About half-past ten o'clock word was sent down ber told him what Joe had done.
Mr. Winner shook hands with Joe 'and complifrom the firm's office that Joe Barton was wanted
him.
mented
upstairs.
"You seem to be always on hand at the right
"What have you been doing now?" asked Marshal,
time, my boy," he said. "You saved my daughter
with a smile.
mother from probable death by stopping a runand
"Nothing, sir," replied Joe. But after he had dishorse, and now you have saved Mr. Wright's
away
appeared up the stairs Dave ' said:
"Joe ~aved the granddaughter of Mr. Wright little granddaughter from a death by drowning.
You have done well, indeed!"
from drownir1:g' yesterday."
Joe murdured that he had only done what he
"Whatl'; e~claimed Mr. Marshal. "You don't
deemed it his duty to do, and presently was permean it?':. J/J;t' ;,"Yes?2~ ~(rent across the lake to Michigan City, mitted to r eturn to his work.
"A br ave, noble-h~arted boy, Mr. Winner," said
on a steamEir,,' and Mr. and Mrs. Carroll and their
little daughter; Maxine, \fere on board, and the the senior member when Joe was gone.
"Indeed he is. And he is going to make a good
little girl climbeci up on the seat that runs along
beside the rail, and the ship lurched, and she went business man, too."
"Yes, I knew that the moment h e r efu sed to let
overboard. Joe jumped in and brought her to the
surface and kept her there till a boat came, and me have the ball of twine without an order from a
when thev got back on board he was the hero of floorwalker. We must advance him, Mr. Winner."
"Yes, indeed; but we shall have to exercise cauthe hour."
"Well, I -should think he would have peen! And tion, for he won't like it because he r endered us
he saved the life of little Maxine Carroll, Mr. such great kindnesses in sav.i ng our loved ones."
Wright's granddaughter! Well, well! That is an"True; h e seems to be a mo;:;est boy, and likely
other feather in his cap. I wonder what he will do will not want advancement unless he feels sure that
·
nerl~
it is because his abilities as an employee of the store
"Hard telling," grinned Dave. "He is all right, warrants it."
thoug-h, and if anything comes up that needs doing,
"That is my idea; but he has the abilities. And
and he is around, he will do it, you may be s ure !"
I suggest that we place him in stock right away."
Meanwhile Joe had reached the offices of the
"I am in favor of it. Wher e shall we start him
firm, and found ·Mr. Wright in his ofl\ce.
.
in?"
The man rose and adva~1ced as Joe enter ed, and
"The ginghams and chea p dress-goods counter
extended his hand.
will be a good plac3."
"Joe," he sai<l. feelin.1?:ly, "I wish to thank you
"Very well. ViTe will give him a place th ere,
for what you did for little Maxine yesterday. My then."
daughter and son-in-law told me all about it last
"Yes ; we can put him to work in that department
night. You will have my gratitude always, my boy!" Monday."
"It was nothing to do, sir," said Joe. "I am a fine
Joe was, indeed, slated for rapid advancement.
swimmer, and I knew I was in no dang~r. I am
glad that I was enabled to r escue the little one, and
feel that I simply did my duty. Please say no more
about it."
CHAPTER XVII.
"Very. well, since you wish it. But I wished to
JOE IS ADVANCED.
thank you."
"No thanks are necessary, sir. It gave me great
On Thursday evening Joe and his mother and sispleasure to have the ·little girl."
Mr. Wright saw that Joe was a modest boy, and ter went to the Wright home, and spent a couple of
one who did not like to be made much of, and so he hours there, with Mr. Wright and Mr. and Mrs.
did not say much more. While they were talking,, Carroll and Maxine.
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They were treated royally, and were made to
feel at home right away. The result was that they
·
<mjoyed themselves immensely.
Little Maxine made much -of Joe, for she had
taken a great liking to him, and he liked her, and
enjoyed having her around him.
When they were ready to start home they were
urged to come again.
' "Come often," said Mrs. Carroll. "We shall be
only too glad to have yon do so. We are not much
for society, and so are usually at home evenings,
and shall always be glad of your company."
Joe and his moth~r and sister thanked her and
said they w oukl come as often as possible. Then,
after an cxchauge of good-nights, they took their
departure.
They ·were more than pleased with their treatment
at the Wright home, and when they were in their
rooms they sat a while, and talked about the bright
things that little· Maxine had said and done.
Then they went to bed and were soon asleep.
Joe stayed in the inspection department the rest
of the week, but when he came to work on the follo\'\ring Monday he was sent for to come upstairs to
the firm's offices, and on going he was told qy ,Mr.
Winner that he was to be advanced to the girlgham
and dress-goods counter, where he would learn the
work of a salesman.
"In putting you into stock we have advanced you
a goodly step, Joe," said Mr. Winner, "but I know
that you will be a success as a salesman, the same
as you have been as an inspector."
"Thank you, sir," said Joe, earnestly. "I shall try
to fill the position acceptably."
"I know that, my boy."
J oc went back down to the inspection department,
with the note to the head of the gingham and· dressgoods department in his hand, and told Mr. Marshal
that he was promoted to stock.
"Good!" said Marshal. "I congratulate you, Joe,
and I have no doubt but what you will make a suecessful salesman."
"I hope· so."
"Say, shake, Joe!" said Dave Wiggs. "I -am glad
that you have been advanced."
"Thanks, Dave; I hope you will get into stock
soon."
"! hope so, too."
"I'll go around and introduce · you to Mr. Williams, the head of the department you are to work
in, Joe," volunteered Mr. Marshal.
"Thank you; you are .very kind, Mr. Marshal.':
"Come along."
Joe bid the boys goodby, and with a wave of the
hand followed Mr. Marshal. As he was passing the
cashier's desk Mr. Shott held out his hand, and said:
"Shake, Joe. You are starting upward and will
win out, sure. You remember what I told you when
you refused to let Mr. Wright have the ball of twine
without an order from a floorwalker?"
"Thank you, M. Shott," said Joe, "Yes, I remember."
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A few moments later they were at the dress-goods
c0unter, and Mr. Marshal stopped in front of a man
and said:
"Mr. Williams, here is a new man for your department. This is Joe Barton, who has been in my
department. He has a note for you from Mr. Winner."
"I am glad to know you, Mr. Barton," said the
man, pleasantly, and he gave Joe -a quick, appraising
glance. Then he took the note and read it.
"Come in behind th.e counter," he said, "and I
will begin to teach you your duties."
"You will find him quick and apt, Mr. Williams,"
said Marshal, and then, with a "Good luck to you,
•
Joe," he went back to his department.
There were eight salesmen in the dress-goods
department, besides the head of the department,
and Joe made the ninth. The others were all men
grown, though two or three were not much past
their maturity.
1 They eyed Joe with some curiosity, and he thought
that one or two did not regard him very favorably;
but he did not give this much thougi):,e~ ' He was
there to learn the work and do his dutr,:'a:hd .ifhe clid
that it did not matter whether he had ,,the
- gdod will
of all his fellow clerks, though, of cour§e, he preto having their enmity.
ferred having their good
Mr. Williams explained to Joe what his duties
would be, and he soon saw that the boy was going
to be quick to learn.
<Toe did not wait on any customers that first day,
but watched the others and saw how they did it, and
he learned the names of the different kinds of goods. ,
The next day, however, he began waiting o.n customers, and he made a complete success of it, selling goods without any trouble. He was very pleasant and courteous to his customers, too, and this
pleased them. No matter how unpleasant a customer was, or how hard to please, Joe went ahead,
smilingly, and waited patiently for "them to find
what suited them, and he invariably sold, and sent
his customer away in a pleasant frame of mind.
"That boy is a jewel," thought Mr. Williams, who
was keeping a close eye on ,him without appearing
to do so. "He will make a star salesman."
The salesman next to Joe, on his left, was a young
man named Guy Jones. He talked to Joe occasionally, in the lulls, when there was no business to attend to, and he told Joe that he took too much trouble
with his customers.
"You'll wear yourself out in a week or two," he
said. "Don't show them so many goods. They can
make a selectio~ from half a .dozen -bolts, just as well
as not; by l?uttmg down more yo:1 conf_use themand then, thmk of the work of straightenmg up after
each customer! Yo~ do too much for the pay you
,,
.
.
.
ge~, here, ,alt?geth:r.
. Oh, I d"rnth~r be workmg than _st::tndmg idle,
said Joe. . A~d it seems to me that it ~s my duty to
keep on sh?wmg a ?,ustomer goods till he or she
finds what is wanted.
(To be continued.)
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WATER FROM HOSE INJURES WOMAN'S EYE
Mrs. Warren, wife of Moses Warren, town marshal, Petersburg, Ind., come near losing an eye as
the result of a prank. She was sprinkling the lawn,
when three strangers passed on the sidewalk. One
of them playfully seized the hose from her hand
and in attempting to turn the water on his two
friends the force of the stream struck -Mrs. Warren
in the right eye, burstitlg a blood vessel. For a
while it was feared she would lose th:e sight of
the eye. The strangers hurriedly called a doctor
and paid a.11 expenses.

STARVING GERMANS DESERT TO RUSSIANS.
The Russian Embassy received a cable from
Petrograd the other day announcing that German
soldiers are quitting their leaders in thousands and
surrendering to the Russian commanders. This is
the first time that Russia has claimed German
troops have deserted their standards, although it
has been stated frequently that Austrians went over
to the Russians.
The reports received here state that the Germans surrendered because they were starving. Reports received heretofore indicate that the Germans were much better fed than their enemies, and
BEES UPSET AUTO PARTY.
that inany Russians had accepted imprisonment
l\frs. Theodore Houck of Pleasant Hill, Pa., sus~ voluntarily in Teuton camps to avoid starvation.
tained a broken wrist, and Mr. and Mrs. Murtus
Mll!11me~t,_ also of Pleasant Hill, narrowly escaped
CAT AND SNAKE PALS.
serious mJury when the party was attacked by
One of the most novel friendships ever known
swarm ' of bees while on an automobile trip.
The stingers came upon the autoists unexpected- is cre!ting wide interest in Pomona, Cal., and the
ly, and before the machine could be stopped the surrounding vicinity.
It is the friendship of a small black cat and a
driver lost control of it.
The top and windshield of the.._gar were demol- large black garden snake on the ranch of George
ished, the occupants thrown out and all three per- Warner, who lives a short distance from Pomona.
Warner discovered the friendshjp several months
sons were stung by the bees.
ago after noticing his cat made a regular morning
visit to an old dugout on the place. Following the
animal he found it was met by the snake and the
CAFE PARTY COSTS $12,000.
Thomas H. Taylor, forty-seven years old, of two played together for half an hour or more.
Louisville, Ky., caused the arrest of four persons in Warner followed the cat every day and witnessed
Chicago, July 14, whom he charged with robbing a friendly frolic between the two.
Warner has become so interested in the unique
him of $12,000. Late Wednesday afternoon Taylor
situation
of a cat and a snake becoming "pals,"
said he met two men in a downtown hotel and was
induced to join their party in a restaurant, where that he has posted notices on the ranch that only
he was introduced to two women purporting to be rattlesnakes are to be killed, lest · some one inadvertently killed the cat's friend.
their wives.
·
At this time Taylor said he had more than $12,A ROLLING FLY SCREEN.
000 in money and jewelry in his possession. All of
the persons were released on bonds of $20,000 each.
Else V. Mercer has adapted the principle of the
ordinary window shade roiler to the mosquito
screen, says the Popular Science Monthly. The rollHAS A GROWING FLAG.
er used is of much larger diameter than that of a
A growing American flag is the attraction which window shade, and it -is fitted with a much more
Alonzo Leora Rice, Shelby County poet, has in the powerful spring. Moreover, it is entirely inclosed
yard of his home in Union township, Indiana.
in a metal casing, mounted directly outside the winThe flag has b~en seen by hundreds of persons dow. The screenmg itself is reinforced by thinfrom several counties, and Mr. Rice says it is a edged strips of flexible metal.
,
floral conception which he has had for several years.
When the screen is pulled down it is fastened in
The flag is formed by three varieties of clematis place by a catch on the bottom window sill. When
-red, white and blue planted in the order named, the cleaning day comes around, instead of having
and growing on a wire trellis. The flag is four to remO'Ve each screen from its fastenings in order
feet wide and twelve feet long. The colored flow- to get at the windows, it is necessary only to roll
ers form the stripes and field of blue, while the stars up each one in its turn.
are formed by the white flowers, which are shaped
When the mosquito and fly season is over the
similarly to the star. The clematis is hardy and screens need not be taken down and stored. They
blooms until frost.
may be left rolled up in the cases.
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GOING IT BLIND
OR

I

UNDER SEALED ORDERS
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER IX (Continued).
He could see Bob rushing around, looking for
him.
Thinking about Elsie made Charlie's heart heavy,
however, and so he ,resolu.tely banished thoughts of
his friends from his heart.
"I must keep my mind on the work before me,"
he decided.
And he did this to the best of his ability, though
,it was difficult. It was hard to keep Elsie's bright,
beautiful face from appearing before his mental
vision.
"I wonder if I will ~ver see her again?" was his
thought. And then again he tried to banish her
from his thoughts.
,
Half an hour passed and Charlie was still holding
out; but he was growing tired.
He was slowly but surely becoming weaker and
weaker.
"Another half hour will let m~ out, I am certain,"
was his decision.
Five, ten, fifteen minutes passed, and then suddenly something bumped against Charlie's shoulders. He whirled quickly, and grasped the obj'~ct.
It was a long, a portion of an old tree trunk.
"Thank goodness!" breathed Charlie. "Now I
shall be able to hold out till morning, and, perhaps,
I may attract the attention of some passing vessel
and get taken aboard! Glory! Perhaps this means
that I am to be saved!"
He could have shouted aloud for joy.
His hopes rose quickly and stayed up. He was
young, strong and desired to live, and he was determined to make a great fight for his life, now that
he had a fighting chance.
He found a couple of snags that served as handholds, and he managed to draw himself up onto the
log. It was heavier on one side than the other, and
remained in one . position all the time, so he settled
himself as comfortably as possible on the lo~; and
drew a lohg breath of relief.
"Jove, I didn't know I was so tired till just now,"
he thought.
It proved to be a trying task, but Charlie managed to keep awake and Tetain his seat on the log
till morning. Then, tired and weary, he looked
around, hoping to get sight of a sail.

He was disappointed, however, There was no
sail in sight.
But, as the sun came up, and the light grew
stronger, he caught sight of the coast, far to the
eastward. It looked like a low-lying cloud on the
horizon.
"That's the coast e,f Spain, likely," w'as Charlie's
thought.
·
It was probably twenty miles distant, but.it might
as well have been twenty thousand, so far as Charlie's ability to reach it was concerned.
But the bright sunshine was enlivening, and
the youth was far from feeling that his case was
hopeless. He believed that he would I be rescued
sooner or later.
He kept a sharp lookout for a sail; and about ten
o'clock he caught sight of one~seeming ly a mile to
the westward.
It was evidently a small vessel, but it mattered
not to Charlie. It would beat the old log as a sailing
craft all hollow.
He watched the sail anxiously, and soon noted
that it was coming toward him. It kept growing
larger and larger.
'
When the craft was within a quarter of a mile of
him, Char lie waved his hand and yelled loudly :
"Help! Help!"
He saw men on the deck of the little vessel, bui
they did not look like white mei;i.
"They must be Arabs," was his thought. And,
indeed, they were dark-skinned and turbanned like
the Arabs that he had seen in Buffalo Bill's Wild
West Show at Madison Square.
And the vessel was undoubtedly of native manufacture, for it was not like any that Charlie had
ever seen, being rude and primitive in the extreme.
But it was capable of sailing safely through the
water, and that was the main thing.
They had seen Charlie, for several had crowded
to the bow, and were pointing and gesticulating.
"All right; I'm glad you see me," murmured Charlie.'
·
Pt few minutes later the queer craft was alongside,
and Charlie was lifted from the log onto the deck.
There were seven men on the little craft, and
Charlie still believed them to be Arabs.
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'
the shore presently, and the vessel
"Well, I'm much obliged to you for rescuing me," ' They touched
said Charlie; "or, perhaps, you don't understand was tied up in a little cove, after which all went
ashore. Charlie's arms were tied together behind
English?"
"Me unnerstan'," said one of the turbanned men; his back, thus evidencing that he was a prisoner .
He protested, stating that he could not walk as
.· "me speak good Anglish."
easily with his hands tied, especially in ascending
"Ah, that is good. What is your name?"
the mountains.
"Enuf Parlui. What your name?"
"Well, we leave your hands free till we git to
"Charlie Ford."
camp," said Enuf Parlui, and his hands were freed.
"How git in water?"
It was :;i, hard climb for Charlie, for he was not
"Fell overboard from a steamer."
accustomed to such work, and when evening came
"How that happened?"
"I was le~ning over and the vessel lurched and I he was almost exhausted.
A night's rest recuperated him, however, and he
pitched over."
stood the second day's _climb better than he had the
"Ha! Tl).at bad!"
first.
"Yes."
Just before sundown they reached the rendezvous
"Well, maybe you come out all right."
of the great Riffian outlaw, Raisuli, and Charlie was
"I hope so."
taken before him. ·
"Your frien's theenk you dead, mos' like."
For a few moments the two stared at each other
"Likely," and then he asked:
keenly and searchingly.
"Are you Arabs?"
Charlie's heart sank as a result of his survey.
"No, we _Rjfs," was the reply; "we Berber-Rifs."
Raisuli looked capable of any crime.
"Where do you live?"
"He would as soon kill a man as look at him!"
"In mountains, 'way down yonder," motioning.
was Charlie's thought. "I came to this country to
"Riffian Mountains?"
·try to rescue Perdicaris and Varley, but it looks now
"Yes."
as if I shall need rescuing myself!"
"And you are bound there now?"
Yet, notwithstanding the fact that he was a pris"Yes."
"Say, couldn't I prevail on you to land me at Tan- oner in the robber chief's hands, so great was the
newspaper instinct in Charlie that he was glad he
gier?" queried Charlie.
'·
there.
was
head.
his
shook
Rif
The old
"No can do eet," he said.
"Why not?"
CHAPTER X.
The Rif would not give him any satisfaction. He
simply reiterated his statement to the effect that he
HIS HEAD ON THE BLOCK.
could not do it.
"We take you up into mountains to our chief,"
Enuf Parlui talked to the other chief, Raisuli,
he said.
a few minutes, and it was evident that he was
for
Charli~ was struck with a sudden thought.
about the prisoner, Charlie Ford. ·
ex'J)laining
asked.
he
name?"
chief's
"What is your
Raisula listened with an impassive countenance,
"His name Raisuli."
Charlie could hardly keep back an exclamation of and when he had heard all, he looked at Charlie a
amazement. By an accident he was to be taken right few moments and said:
"You got rich folks that pay ransom for you?"
into the presence of the great robber chief, Raisuli.
Now, not for worlds would Charlie have permitted
Whether or not it was to be a fortunate accident rea cablegram to be sent to the editor-in-chief of the
mained to be proven.
He thought a few moments, and decided that, per- Monitor, asking for ransom for him., He would
haps, it was as weli-that things had happened thus. rather take his chances for life or death than that
He would get an audience with Raisuli much sooner this should be done. He had b~en sent to rescue
than if he had gone to Tangier and then on to Fez Perdicaris and Varley, not to get into the robber
with Bob and the girls. Of course, he would have chief's hands himself and have to be ransomed out.
enjoyed the trip in Elsie's company, but with him it So he shook his head and said:
"No, I have no rich folks."
was business before · pleasure.
"No _pay ransom for you, eh?" There was a stern
He took a seat near the stern, and the Rifs got
to the voice that struck a chill to Charlie's
grimness
the vessel under way again and sailed toward the
he remained calm in appearance and said:
but
heart,
'
south.
right; they wouid not pay ransom for
are
"You
They sailed onward two days, and then the little
me."
craft was headed in toward the shore.
"Hump!" grunted Raisuli. "You die to-morrow
·"We be on shore in two hours," said Enuf Parlui.
at eight!"
morning
"And how long before we will reach Raisuli's
cried Charlie, aghast.
"What!"
headquarters?"
spoken!"
has
"Raisuli
.
"Two days. Heap hard climb up mountains."
(To be continued.)
"I see."
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NEWS OF THE DA·Y
BURGLAR TAKES HER RINGS.
Icontrivance, applied for enlistment. i? the United
Confronted by a masked burglar who held a large States Army the other day at recrmtm~ headquarrevolver close to her face, Mrs. A. s. Tanner, wealthy ters, ~ o. 660 Ma1:ket. Street, ~an Fra~c~sco. Bayer
1·esident of Brushy Ridge, New Canaan, and of New was found to be m fme phy~i 7al cond1t10n and was
York City, was forced to strip two diamond rings sent to Fort McDo:Vell Recr1:1itmg Depot. .
.
from her fingers this morning. The burglar, who
Baye~· donned his first suit ~f clothes smce gom_g
entered by climbing a porch previously had ran- to the island when he determmed to come to this
sacked Mrs. Tanner's room at Stamford, Gonn. When city to off_er hi~ services 'in t~e war. J:Ie s~id ~ girdle
she awoke he demanded mone;v and, being told she around _his waist was sufficient clothmg rn his cave
had none in the house, took the rings and fled.
on th e island.
.
.
.
When Police Chief Schmidt, summoned by teleHe was born. m Denmark thirty-nme years ago
phone, arrived at the scene he found Mrs. Tanner in a nd went to th e 15land to recover lost health.
hysterics and her husband, an invalid, who sleeps in
an adjoining room, in a state of collapse.
TO DEFY SINGLE TORPEDO.
That it will take two or three torpedoes to sink
one of the steel ships to be built under the direcALFALFA KILLS STEER.
tion of General Goethals for . the new American
A story about a steer that broke its neck in a merchant marine is the statement made in an arfield of alfalfa was brought to Ashland, Wis., by ticle in the current issue of The Popular Science
Otto Reglien the other day.
Monthly. The writer says that the ships will be
"The steer had escaped from its pen and madly built on the principle evolved in the oil tanker,
dashed for the open field," Reglein says. "With sev- which is ):milt in many sections and therefore hard
eral neighboring farmers efforts were made to chase to sink.
the animal back to its quarters.
"Of course, no vessel afloat or to be launched in
"Enraged because of its being pursued, it headed the near future will be unsinkable if a sufficient
for a field of alfalfa which had grown nearly three number of torpedoes are exploded against her
feet high. The wind helped to snarl it. The steer sides," he says. "Even the latest battleship is not
beeame entangled in the vines. In its fall the ani- immune. But Uncle Sam's n·e w boats will have no
unprotected portion of the hulls and it will take at
mal's neck was broken.
"The aid of a large scythe was found necessary to least two and perhaps three well-aimed topedoes
to sink one of them.
reach the carcass."
"The new type will be fully armed. It will be
of steel construction and patterned after the presF A.IUVIERS COLLECTED HAIL.
ent-day oil tanker, which is practically immune
One of the most severe hail storms in the tistory
against single torpedo attacks, except in the way
of Louisa County visited Columbus City, Marshall,
of the engine and boiler rooms. If struck there she
Ia., one night recently between 11 and 12 o'clock, is done for and
settles by the stern, with no power
although the most damage was done in the weste111 to proceed. The new boats will have fuel
oil tanks
part of Marshall township. There the oats crop in extending clear around the ship, from main deck
the path of the storm was completely destroyed, to main deck, from the front of the boiler space to
more than half of the corn crop was destroyed, and the rear of the engine room. If a torpedo strikes
the truck gardens were badly damaged. In some her there and blows a hole in her outer skin, the
cases every leaf ,vas torn from the beans and cu- inside of the tank will act as a new hull to keep her
cumber plants.
afloat until the submarine rises to view its prey.
A farmer from the Cairo neighborhood visited None of the oil tankers have been sunk so far in
Wapello the day after the storm and stated that be- the war by one torpedo, unless hit in the engine or
tween the hours of 7 and 8 in the morning the farm- boilei· space.
"The bulk oil in the tankers is carried in a dozen
ers could be seen all along the route gathering the
or more separate tanks or compartments, into which
hailstones to freeze ice cream.
the hull of the tanker is divided by bulkheads. This
is why one torpedo will not sink her. A torpedo
\VILD 1\IAN ENLISTS.
exploding against the hull of the ship and crushing
Christian J. Bayer, who has been living for one or two of these compartments does not sink the
ten years on Santa Cruz Island, off Santa Barbara, ship because of the relatively small size of the few
Cal., with nothing much to eat except mussels, aba- compartments punctured, compared with the dozen
ones and wild game he killed with a primitive stone or so that are left intact."
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Millions upon millions of smelt filled the Sandy
River, near Portland, Oregon, recently, during an
unprecedented run in that stream and enabled hundreds of persons to lay in stores 6£ fish, which will
supply them for months. So great was the n1,ultitude of swimming creatures during the two weeks
that the run lasted, that they could be scooped up
by the hundred with ordinary dip nets. Two men
in a boat, using two small nets, secured 1,500 pounds
in a few hours. Such large quantities were offered
for sale that the market price dropped to one cent
a pound. Many people improvised smokehouses in
which' to preserve what they caught, while others
salted the fish down in barrels and jars.
1

..

-·- ..

Grins and Chuckles
"Hello, Dobson! Any luck yesterday when you
were fishing?" "Great! I was away when six bill
collectors called."

'
I
Having observed a number of hqney bees about
did
turned·
milk
our
thunderstorm
the
"During
a vacant house in Greenfield, Ind., A. H. Rottman
the
that
small
so
is
refrigerator
our
"No;
yours?"
and W. WY Webb, bee fanciers, made an investigation and found a big colony and a stock of honey milk didn't have room to turn."
between the weatherboarding and plastering. The
"They say the soprano and contralto are bitter
bees had entered the house through a hole where
"Bitter? Why, they w~'t even write
enemies."
telephone wires had been removed.
testimonials for the same brand of face powder."

Raymond Siebenaler was attacked and injured
by an eagle near Bryan, 0., recently. Siebenaler
was on his way to work, near Six Corners. The
big bird was perched on a fence. When opposite
the·eagle flew directly at him, _losing no time at open
battle. To ward off the attack he threw up his arm
and the bird's talons sank deep into his wrist.
Grappling it by the foot, he thre.w the eagle to the
ground and killed it with a club. It measured four
feet four inch~s from tip to tip.
Through the heroic work of Miss Margaret
Moya, eighteen years of age, of Fruitville Heights,
San Francisco, Cal., the famous Joaquin Miller
home was saved from destruction by fire. A grass
fire of considerable proportions was discovered by
the plucky girl in the grounds of the poet;s home.
After summoning the fire department, Miss Moya
attacked the flames with wet. blankets and had
stayed their progress in the vicinity · of the house
before the arrival of Engine No. 14.

Officer-I don't know why the men grumble. This
soup is really excellent. Sergeant-They wouldn't
grumble, sir, if the cook would admit it is soup. He
insists that it is coffee."
Salesman ~recommending blue necktie with large
pink spots)-But wouldn't you like one like this?
I am selling a lot of them this year. Sarcastic Customer-Very clever of you, I'm sure.
"You remember that you sold me · a horse last
week?" said the cabman angrily to the horse dealer.
"Yes; what about him?" "H~ fell dead yesterday."
"Well, I never!" said the dealer. "I told you he had
some funny little ways, but upon my word I never
knew him to do that befol{e."

Willie was doing penance in the corner. Presently
he thought aloud pensively: "I can't help it if I'm
not perfect," he sighed. "I never heard of but one
perfect boy, anyway!" "Who was that?" asked his
mother, thinking to point out a moral. "Papa,"
Remains of six new species of prehistoric horses
the reply, "when he was little."
came
from the Miocene and Pliocene periods have been
recently discovered in California by Prof. J. C.
It was while .they were building the Panama
Marriam of the department of paleontoiogy of the
University of California. The specimens are of the Canal. An excited Chinese laborer dashed into one
three-toed variety and are said by Professor Mar- of the foremen's .tents. "Oh, Misler Boss!" cried the
riam to be valuable contributions to the history Mongolian, "Chung Lu, him stuck in mud up to
of the horse. One specimen was found near Coal- him ankles!" "In the mud up to his ankles?" roared
inga, two in the southern San Joaquin va,lley ancl. the boss; "why the deuce don't he get out?" "Oh,
Mistler Boss, him upside down!"
the others in t~e Moiave Desert.
I
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from the country with produce, he accosted him, and
that he intended passing out through the
learning
PIERRE DUBOIS
lines after dark, requested that he might be taken
along. ·
By H. K. Shackelford.
"Can't do it," returned the farmer. "It would· be
much as my life is worth; for they always examas
the
to
imagination
in
yourself
Reader, transport
little village of Biessy, in the province of Lorraine, ine the wagon, ang if they found you there it would
one of the districts in which much of the former war be sure death for both of us."
Hurryi·ng homeward, he went to his father's hidbetvveen Germany and France was fought.
and finding him, a long conversation en- ·
ing-place,
the
of
inhabitants
the
and
declared,
been
War had
little village of Biessy separated, a portion espousing sued.
Then, darkness having fallen, he wended his way
·
one cause, a portion the other.
the market again.
toward
Among the inhabitants of Biessy was Jacques
the farm-wagon. The farmer's
approached
He
Dub01s.
When the war's first tocsin peal rang out, he es- back :-"as turned. Jumping lightly into the wagon,
poused the French cause with all the ardor of his na- he raised the canvas, ,and crawling under covered
ture, although he did not join the army that was it over him so as to completely conceal hi~.
Half an hour or more he lay there before the farraised to oppose the · advancing army, which was
due to the fact of being obliged, if he went, to leave mer mounted the seat, and snapping his whip, bade
behind, in an unprotected condition, a much-loved the horses get up.
They were jogging :r:nerrily along, when a11 at once
wife and two children, Pierre, a boy of ten, and a
.
the command to halt.
came
age.
of
months
babe several
The farmer instantly complied with the demand.
'I'he German commandant, learning of the influence of Jaques among hi13 countrymen, went to his and exhibited his pass.
"Have you anyone in the wagon with you?" dehouse.
the sentry.
manded
offithe
asked
here?"
live
Dubois
Jacques
"Does
"No," replied the farmer.
cer.
"All right," said the sentry~ ~
"Yes, sir," replied little Pierre.
Pierre lay perfectly quiet until they had gone per"Is he home?"
three or four miles further.
haps
Pierre.
little
replied
"No, sir,"
"Well, I'll go in anyhow," said the officer, taking
Then he arose so suddenly from the bottom of the
a step forward.
wagon that the farmer supposed that he had as a
"No, you won't; not just now," ejaculated Pierre, co11:1panion an inhabitant of a supernatural region.
and with a quick movement he flung the door to in
He talked the farmer into loaning him his horse
the officer's face.
for fifty francs. He went to the farmer's house.
After arriving there he borrowed some articles of
Dashing into the room, he excitedly cried:
. "Father, fly! A German officer is before the women's clothing, and took them to the barn .
Of the canvas he made a rude bed, and on it
door! In a moment he will be here!"
a dummy figure representing a woman.
stretched
jumping
Jacques needed no further warning, but
Waiting until midnight, he turned the horses'
out of a back window, sought safety in flight ..
There came a crash as the door was broken down, heads about, and started for Biessy again.
He arrived at the picket line fourth in a row of
and the angry German stalked into the room.
waiting to be admitted.
wagons
severe
in
said,
"You lied to me, you young dog," he
tones, look~ng at undaunted Piene.
"Who are you?" demanded the guard, as Piene's
"Sir," said Pierre, his eyes flashing indignation, turn came.
"sir, you are talking to a gentleman, so beware."
"Henri Bouillion," replied Pierre, without a
tremor in his voice.
"Ha, ha, ha," laughed the officer.
"What do you want to do in Biessy ?"
"Pierre, Pierre!" cried his mother, "what is the
"I have a woman here, sir, sick unto death, and
/
matter?"
"Father has been proscribed as a dangerous per- she may even die before I reach the doctor, for I
have to go very slow."
son, and a price is set upon him."
"Let's see the woman."
"Oh, Lord!" moaned the poor woman.
jumped so readily from his seat that any
Pierre
money?"
"Have you any
suspicions the man might have had were removed/
"One hundred and fifteen francs," she replied.
for he quickly said:
"Let me have one hundred."
"Never mind, go ahead; don't block up the road.
"\:Vhat for?"
is a pass for two, the driver and a sick woman.
H~re
lines."
the
outside
"I'll get father
Without fwther words, the mother gave him the N O'Y go on, do you hear!"
Then, ere they reached the more populous portion
hundred francs, and bidding him good-by, he passed
of the towR, the man had arrayed himself in the garout.
After leaving the house he proceeded directly to ments that had clothed the dummy and stretched
the market-place, and meeting there a farmer in himself out on the canvas.
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They reached the picket line, the pass for a sick the mantel, and rushing out into the road, swung it
woman and a driver was examined, and they finally above his head with true martial vigor.
"Hurrah for F:rance. Vive la belle F 'r nnce."
were allowed to proceed. .
"Pierre!"
the
then
silence,
in
on
rode
they
miles
For several
~e turns quickly, and close beside him sees Carl
man rose up, and clasping the boy to his breast,
Klmgman, who, unobserved, had crawled up.
cried:
He takes hold of him to help him in the house, but
"Pierre, Pierre-my son-you have saved my life. a cry, a shout, was heard.
How can I ever thank you?"
Glancing up he saw a Frenchman, with a drawn
"Say no more, dear father," said Pierre. "Y cm are
dashing up to the spot.
sword,
on
straight
you
take
not yet out of danger. I will
soldier draws baQk his hand to plunge
French
The
until near morning, and then you must hasten to
when Pierre raises his own sword
home,
saber
the
P~ris, and there join the army that is to beat back
across the 'few feet that sephurtling
it
sends
and
our enemies."
them.
arate
Father and son parted at last, the former to tramp
It strikes, pierces the Frenchmans' breast, Pierre
on foot to the nearest recruiting station for the
saved the life of one of his country's foes at
had
his
for
care
to
return
French army, the latter to
the expense of one of her friends:
mother.
His debt was paid.
He gave up the team to the owner, and trudged
But hark! The tenor of the ringing shouts has
back to Biessy on foot, to find the town in g1·eat
changed.
commotion.
It is now "King William Forever!"
A search of the strictest character had been instiThe fleeing Germans had received unexpected retuted for Jacques Dubois.
It so happened that the very picket officer who inforcements, had rallied.
Pierre had just tied a handkerchief around Carl's
had allowed Pi~rre and his sick woman to go through
leg, when there came a prolonged whizzing sound,
was billeted on them a few days later.
· This billeting consists in making the inhabitants and a heavy ball passed through the side of the cotprovide for· all soldiers who may be sent to their tage, and striking the stool on which Klingman was
sitting, tore it from under him, shattered its legs,
houses.
and dumped him on the floor.
He had been an inmate of the house some three or
Suddenly there came a crashing, breaking sound,
four hours when Pierre came in.
lattice-work over the open window was broken,
the
mother.
his
said
Klingman,"
Mr.
is
this
"Pierre,
there dr0pped into the room a' great, round iron
and
·
"He has come to stay with us a few days."
from one side of which a stream of smoke
globe,
"I've seen you before," said the officer.
was escaping.
fire
and
"Where?" demanded the lad.
picked it .up ; the fuse yet remained half
Pierre
"When you took a sick woman through the lines."
then-outside-and
inch
an
"Well, what of that?" asked Pierre stoutly.
of it.
think
He dared not
"Nothing-except your sick woman was a well
bent for the heave, his
window,
the
neared
He
man, called Jacques Dubois."
iron globe passed through ·
the
upward,
shot
arms
"Admit it-what then?"
just as a fearful report rang out.
"I could have you arrested."
It had burst, and tore out the side of the cottage,·
"Do so; if you wish," retorted Pierre.
stunned by the concussion, Pierre lay gaspwhile,
be
"don't
mother,
"Pierre-Pierre!" pleaded his
ing on the floor.
rude."
He had saved their lives by his presence of mind.
"Leave him alone," said the good-natured German.
Pierre r-emaine9 to guard the wounded German,
"And, Pierre-if that's your name-I am not going
-to have you arrested or anything of the kind, so but his mother went with Jacques Dubois, who was
of the attacking party, inside the French lines.
make your mind easy on that score."
When the Germans again entered Biessy, and
Klingman was very kind, and when their money
Klingman was in safety, Pierre sought to join
Carl
it
replenished
he
low,
grew
ran out and the larder
his family.
·
from his own pocket.
A pass through the picket was given him,
The French advanced; the Germans were badly
through Klingman's influence, who detailed the
cut up, and fiEid in great confusion.
The victorious French rushed through the streets, circumstances connected with his remaining behind.
.
and began a work of carnage.
Then, after some trouble, Pierre joined those
bula
Klingman,
Carl
was
fall
to
Among the first
who were dear to him.
let having shattered his knee.
,B ut this toiling and trouble was ended when one
He was _but a short distance from the cottage of
the Dubois, and, with the broken leg dragging be- day Carl Klingman, grateful to the little French
hind, he crawled toward it. Pierre, excited by the boy, sought him out, and from the abundance of his
.sounds of battle. seized an· old sword from above wealth gave him enough to place him above want.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
was announced recently by the Treasury Depart
WOMAN 119 YEARS OLD.
The takers of the census in the occupied districts ment. Under the secret process e_volved the C0$1
in Russian Poland have found in a Courland village of this substance, a heavy factor in the manufactun
a Lettish woman 119 years old, says a Berlin dis- of explosives, will be reduced to about one-fourU
, of its present cost.
patch. Ch,u rch records attest her age.
Glycerine is at present manufactured almost enShe was 14 years old who.'1 Napoleon's "grand
tirely from fats at a cost of ninety cents a pound,
army" marched into Russia.
which is six times its cost of production before the
war. Extraction of the product from sugar will
HEN MOTHERS KITTENS.
production, officials estimate, at twenty-five
insure
An old hen belonging to Mrs. Will Huddleston,
pound or less.
a
cents
near AbingtolJ-, Ind., wii;;hed to set. She found in a
importance of the discovery in conimmense
The
manger a neat nest containing young kittens and
of the nation is pointed out
supply
fat
the
serving
began covering them. Now when the mother cat
that Germany's fat shortdeclare
who
officials,
by
comes it crawls under the wings of the hen which
'
use of fats for production
the
to
due
largely
is
.
age
remams on the nest. When the cat goes it leaves
long since been forced
has
Germany
explosives.
of
the kittens to the motherly care of th·e hen.
to disconUnue the manufacture of soap in order to
conserve the fats for munitions making. .
COMING HERE FROM ITALY.
The discovery is the first to be announced by
Italy is sending to the United States the largest chemists working in co-operation with the Council
airplane in the world.
of National Defense.
There is great mystery concerning its dimensions,
but it is believed to be a huge battleplane which has
INDIAN SUPERSTITIONS.
been operated successfully on the Italian front and
is 325,000,000. Practically
population
India's
in anti-submarine· operations. Its usefulness in opof the world are reprereligions
and
races
the
all
erations against U boats was hinted at.
six-tenths per cent. of
and
Ninety-eight
sented.
for
fit
The giant aircraft is a hydroplane battler,
Four per cent. of
write.
or
read
cannot
people
the
rough weather and for heavy seas, and there was an
The remainder
meals.
regular
eat
inhabitants
the
intimation that it is being brought to this country
The avercan.
they
where
and
can
they
when
eat
so that American experts may demonstrate its efficiday than
each
food
less
on
lives
India
in
native
age
ency and no time be lost in its manufacture here.
Leslie's
says
world,
the
in
being
human
other
any
Italy is unable to turn out the craft in sufficiently
Men
intense.
are
;
:
prejudice.
Religious
Weekly.
large numbers, but American rescurces are expectdismembersome
to
submit
than
rather
die
willingly
ed to meet the requirements.
ing surgical operation, for did not Allah command
them to appear before him as they left him to come
IMPRINT IN MIND.
into the world? The Buddhists will not eat meat
Subtle hypnotic influences, working subcon- or take even a medicine derived from an animal.
sciously on the mind of a man who was out of work They died by millions during the bubonic plague ,
and needed money badly, caused John Kly, Los An- rather than take a prophylactic serum made from
geles, Cal., to become a counterfeiter. His story of pepsin and beef broth-because the pig from which
how mental suggestion caused him to make bogus pepsin ,vas obtained was unclean to the Mohamcoins of small denominations failed, however, to give medan and Hindu, and the killing of this animal
him his freedom, and he was sentenced to five years and the bull from which the broth was made was
in prison.
against the tenets of the Buddhistic faith. I knew
Kly said the imprint of a .half-dollar in the mud an editor in Poona, India, to absolutely refuse o
brought the first criminal thought. Next came a $3,000 yearly advertisement of a patent medicine
display of dentists' moulds in a window. This was because it contained pepsin.
While men earn small daily wages--sometimes as
followed by a desire to test his ability.
as four cents-yet it has been estimated by
low
mould
home-rnadE:.
and
outfit
With a silver-plating
he finished severai bad half-dollars. His lan:Uady the government authorities that India's native popudemanded rent. He had no money, and decided to lation purchases foreign-made goods each year to
give her the bad coins, which she accepted, and the the extent of $1.91 per head. This amounts to over
$600,000,000 annually.
coins fell into the hands of the police.
Indians are fond of sweets, and last year imover $40,000',000 worth of sugar. Clothing
ported
GLYCERINE.
MAKE
TO
U.S. USES SUGAR
chiefly from cotton, which is largely grown
made
is
Discovery in the internal division laboratory of
.
country
the
in
.a process for manufacturing glycerine from sugar
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ARTICLES OF ALIJ KINDS

especially while in the service of the Boston Braves
for three and a half seasons. Johnny is not only one
of the brainiest players in the game, but a clever
business man, as. can be readily observed from the
financial statement compiled relative to what he
draws from the Beentown organization. Johnny got
his while the getting was good, as 'the old saying
goes.
In 1914 Evers signed a contract with the Braves
that many a financier envied. He was to draw $10,000 a season for the years of 1914, 1915, 1916 and
1917, whether the Braves made a profit or lost
money. He received a $25,000 check for his mere
acquiescence to play ball with the Braves. The unLEFT WINE TO UNIVERSITY.
Twenty thousand gallons of wine left to the Uni- derstanding was that if the Braves finished first he
versity of Georgia by the will of the late John L. was to collect $2,000 extra as a bonus. If they finished seconct, the sum of $1,500; if third, $1,000.
Hand is causing the trustees quite a bit of worry.
Under the "bone dry" laws of the State it is un- Evers landed the bonus each year.
As an illustration "of the way luck follows some
lawful _to keep the wine, and it is ·equaliy unlawful
to sell it. It_ 1s t_oo much to drink and it is a misde- ball players, ponder over this for a while. In his
first year with the Braves the team won the pennant
.
' .
me;nor to ~ive it awar .
o complicate ~he s1tuat10n: the umvers1ty needs and subseqi1ently the World's Series. As a matter
the_ $40,000 the wme would brmg. The trustees are of fact in his first year with Stallings Johnny made
a grand clean up. In addition to the b;nus of $25,000
,
trymg to solve the problem.
for signing and $10,000 for the year's salary, he
. WIFE BEATER DUCKED.
drew an extra $2,000 because Boston ·won the penA new form of punishment has been devised by nant, and his World's Series loot ,vas a mere bagaJudge Herrod, of the City Court, Kansas City, Mo., telle of $2,812.28, making his total earnings for 1914
for wife beaters. After sentencing George Martin the nice sum of $39,812.28.
to a hundred days on the rock pile, Judge Herrod
In 1915 the Braves finished second and Johnny
ordered the patrolmen who escorted him to the drew $10,000 in salary and a bonus of $1,500, making
"farm" to stop on their way past the Missouri River the total $11 ,500. Last year the Braves fell to third
and duck the prisoner three times. Martin beat his place, and Evers cashed in $10,000 in salary and
wife because she could not make the baby stop cry- $1,000 in bonus, making $11,000.
'
ing.
This year E.vers played virtually half a year with
the Braves and collected approximately $5,000. He
A TAME GROUNDHOG.
the $10,000 from the Phils. AlH~zzie Sisk, of Dalton, Ky., is the owner of a will draw the rest of
with the Braves for the three
services
his
together
grnundhog that is now old enough to retire to private
him the neat sum of $67,netted
years
half
a
and
life. About twenty years ago Mr. Sisk's son, Sam,
than any single player
money
more
is
This
312.28.
found a young groundhog pig, took it home and that
time.
same
the
in
earned
majors
the
in
fall it hibernated. It came out next spring and soon
J olmny has often been refened to as the human
was missing.
Sight had been lost of the aliima], but about two crab, but who wouldn't stand such guying for all
months ago the same hog turned up again and went that mazuma? Johnny has made a big success out
to the s·ame quarters where it was reared and is still of the national game, pr obably more so than any
with the family. Mr. Silsk says there is no doubt other individual in the big show to-day. He played
that it is the very same groundhog that strayed off with the Cubs for a number of years, and in addifrom home a number of years ago. It is gentle and tion to commanding a substantial salary, figured in
;;eems to have made up its mind to die among its several World's Series event s. It is estimated that
he has made close to $150,000 since his advent in the
former friends.
big league, back in 1902. This is his sixteenth year
in the big show as a ball player. He was playingMAN.
BUSINESS
SOME
IS
EVERS
,J OHNNY
Johnny Evers, at present with the Phillies, has manager of the Cubs in 1!113. He is thirty-four
' ~arned quite a tidy sum of money out of baseball, and ye~rs old and is beginning to show his age.
EMIGRATION TO BRAZIL.
Consul Carl F. Deichman at Santos, transmits
the following t~·anslation fro~ the "A Tribuna":
.According to the statistics gathered by the department of agriculture, census service, the number
of immigrants entering Brazil during the period of
1908 to 1916 totaled 926,282. Their nationality was
principally as follows: Germans,· 33,578; Aus'; rians, 21,843; French, 9,207; Spaniards, 190,767;
Italians, 153,950; Japanese, 15,773; Portuguese,
354,820; Russians, 49,477; and Turc·o-Arabs,
41 ,534·
______
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It measures m o r e
tllnn four inches from
tip to tip ot wings,
and will balance perfectly on the Up of
your finger nall, on
the point of a lead
pencil, o r o n n n y
p o I n t e d Instrument.
only the tip of the bill
resting on the nail or
pencil point, the whole
body o( the t>lrd being suspended In the
elr n·lth nothing to rest on. It will not
fall off unless shaken oft. A great novelty.
Wonderful, amusing and Instructive.
Price 10 cents. mailed postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 16S lV. 23d St., N. Y,

WEEKLY.

SCJl':NTIFIC nnXD READING.

Wonderful! Startling! Scientific! You hand a friend
a hancisome set of cards on
wbich are printed tbe names
of the 28 Un,rted States Presidents. Ask blm to secretly
select a name nnd bold the
card to his forehead ancl
thinlc of tbe name. Like a
fias1?,, comes the answer "Lincoln. Wn.shlnll:·
ton, or whatever name he Is thinking of.
Tbhe more you repeat It the more puzzling It
ccomcs. With our outfit you cnn do it an:vStartle
;,;here, nny time, witb anybody.
Your friends. Do It at the next party or
evening.
the
of
lion
the
he
and
club
:roar
nt
'l.'ltis. was _invented by a famous magician.
Pnce .. w1t11 complete sci: of cards and full
lnstn1crions, 12 <'ents. mnilecl. postpaid.
C. BEHR 150 W. 6~<1 St., New York City.
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2 to $500 EACH paid for hundrecls of
old Colns. Keep A LL money dated before 1895 and send Ten cents tor New
Illustrated Coln Vnlue Book. size 4x7.
It mn.v mean your Fortune. CLARlifl

$

COIN Co., Box 95, Le Roy, N. Y.

LAUGHABLE EGO TRICK.

MAGIC CARD BOX.-A very cleverly made
"'ox of exchanging or vanishing cards. In fact,
any number ot tricks of this character cQ.n be
performed by it. A very necessary magical
Fri ce Hie
accessory.
FRANK SllITH, S83 Lenox A'l'e., N'. Y, •
LUCKY

PENNY

POCl{ET

PIECE,

'.l.'h!s llan<lsome pocket
piece is made of alu1u In nm. resembling
::;ornewliat in size and
appeeranC'e a silver
dollar. Jo the ceuter
ot' the pocket piece Is
u new t'ne-cent U. S.
coin, in~ertecl in sucb
a ,Yay that It cnnnot
(U. S.
he removed.
Ia,Ys p rev c n t our
showing this coin In
our engraving). On one side of tbe pocket
piece are the words, "Lucky penny pocket
piece; I bring good luck," and the de~lgn
or a borseshor,. On the opposite side. "I am
your 1oascot," ··1<eep me and never go
hroke," and two sprig-s of four-leafed clover.
These handsome pocket pieces nre beliHed
1.,y many to be harh!ng-crs of good luck.
Price 12 cents; 3 for 3~ cents; by mall,
p0~tpnld.
II. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y,
DEVIT/!'! LOCK

PUZZLE,

1Yithout e.:<ceptlon, tbis

is the hardest one of all.

And ~-et, if you ha"e
the directions you can
Yery easily do it. It consists of a rln,:: passed
through two links on
shafts. '£he shanks of
this puzzle are always
Get one
in the "·ny.
and learn !,low to take tbe ring off. Price
15c, by mail, postpaid, with (llrections.
H . .F'. LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B'klyn, N. Y.
ELECTltlC .CIGAR CASE,

'.!.'his handsome
cigar c a s e . app~ars to be filled
' with fine cigars.
If your fr i en d
smokes ask h l m
to have a cigar
with you. As be
reaches out for
one the cigars,
like a fiasb, lnstantl y dlsappea.r
into the case enof
ou t
tirely
sigbt, greatly to
his surprise and
astonishment. You
can beg bis pardon and state you
lhOU"ht there were some cigars left in the
case." A slight pressure on sides of. case
causes the clgnrs to disappear ns tf by
magic. By touching a wire at bolto_m ot
cuse the cigars inst11.ntly appear again ln
their proper position in the case. As real
1obacco is used they are sure to deceire
any oue. 't ls one of the best prnct!cal
Jokes of tbe season. A novelty with which
you ca 11 !.Jave lots of fun.
Price S5 cents, sent by parcel post, post1pald.
C, BEHR, 150 W, 62d St.. N. Y,

'.!.'Ills ls tlie funniest
:rick ev~r exhibited and
nlwnys produces roars
nf laughter. The performer says to the audience that be requires
some eggs for one of
his experiments. As no
spcctntor cnrrles any.
he calls bis asslsta1>t, taps him on top ot
lbe bead, he gags, and nn egg comes out of
his month. '.l.'his ls 1·epeated until six eggs
nre produced. I~ Is nn easy trick to perform, once you know how, and alwny~
ninkes a hit. Dlrectlons given for working
It.- Price. 25 cents h:v mall. postoalit.
Wolff Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

PRIZE-FIOHT
WILLA.RD-JOHNSC\N
PUZZLE.

Four strips of -:ai:dbonrcl.
each three Inches by one
nod a half inches, sbowlng
Willard and Johnson lo
postures.
various absurd
· The solution In the puzzle
lies in so arranging the
strips that they show Wlllarci In the coII1plete picture: tl1e heavyPrice. toe, by mail.
weight champion.
postpaid. with directions.

k~
·.
'

FRANK SllIITH, S83 Lenox Ave., N, Y,
TRE TANTALIZER PUZZLE.

Consists ot one horizon ta! and one perp~ndicular piece of highly poll shed metal bent ln such
a manner that wheU assembled It seems utterly impossible lo 1?et
them apart, but by following the directions
it ls yery easily accomplished. This one 19
a brarn twister. Price l0c, by mail, postpaid, with directions.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New Ynrk City,
PHANTOM CARDS.

From five cards three
are mentally selected by
cL, . . Y any one; placed under an
handkerchief,
..,s.;: ordinary
• ;.. performer wlthdra ws two
cards. the ones not se, .
• , lected; tbe performer invites any one to remove
tbe other two, and to the great astonls~iment
of all they have actually disappeared. No
sleight-of-hand. Recommended as the most
Ingenious car dtrick ever invented. Price
10c, b:v mail.

,,

,~'.VI).
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C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d st., New York City.
THE A,IIUSEMENT WHEEL
This h n n d s o m e

wheel, 7¾. lncbes In
circumference, contains concealed numhers from 0 to 100.
By spinning th e
wheel from the . centerpost the numbers
revolve rapidly, but
only one appears at
the circular openIng w h e n w he e l
stops spinning. I t
can be made to stop
Instantly by pressing the regulator at side.
You can guess or bet on the number that
will appear, the one getting the highest
number winning. You might get 0, 5 or
100. Price, 15 cents; S for 40 cents, mailed,
postpaid.
C. BEHR, l.l,O W, 82d Street, N, Y.

UUBBER

TACKS.

'l'lley come si:< 111 a box.
wonderful iruitation or
lllad~ or
the real tack.
rubl.Jer. Tbe box in which
they come i$ the ordinary
tack box. This is a great
parlor entertainer and. you
can play a lot of tricks
with the tacks. Place them
In the palm of your hand,
point upward. '.!.'!ten slap
••
tbe tacks antl it will
over
the other hand
seem as H you are committing suicide. Or
and then put them
tacks
you can show the
In your mouth and chew ·them, rualdog believe you have swallowecl them. Your fl'iencls
will think you are a magician. '.l.'hen, agnln,
you can exhibit the tacks ancl then quickly
push one in your cheek or somebody else's
cbeel, and they will shriek with fenr. Absorutely harmless and a very practical and
fnnny joke. Price, by mail. 1oe. a box of
six tacks; 3 for 25c., postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23<1 St., N. Y.
A
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"KNOCK-OUT". CARD TRICK.-Five cards
are shown, front and back, and there are no
two cards alike. You place some of them in a.
h~ndkerchief and ask a.ny person to hold them
by the corners in full view ot the audience.
You now talte the remaining cards and request

r.rhis dr,ne,
anyone to name any card shown.
you repeat the name of the card and 15 ate
that you will cause it to invisibly leave your
hand and pass into the handkerchief, where it

will be found among the other cards. At the
word ' 1 Go !" you show that the chosen card
has vanished, leaving absolutely only ·two
cards. The handkerch!e( is un(olded by an)I
person, and in it ts found the identical card.

Recommended veTY highly.

Price lOc. each

"y mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62<1 St .. New York City.
SHERIFF

BADGE.

With this badge at·
tncbed to your coat o-r
Yest you can show the
boys that you nre a
sheritf, and if they
don't behave them·
selves you mtgbt lock
them up. It 1!! a bea'Utl·
ful nlckel-J>lated badge,
2¼ by 2',li inches in
size, with the word9
"Sheri!? 23. By Heck"
In nickel letters on tbe face of it, with n pin
on the bnck for nttacb\ng it to your clotblng. Send for one ancl bave some fun with
tbe boys,
Price 15 cents, or 3 for 40 cents; sent b7
mail, postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 18lli Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

THE JOKE SP(KE.

This joke Rplke ls an ordinary
iron spike or very large nail, the
same as is found in any carpenter's
nail box. At the small end is a
s mall steel needle, ½ inch In
length, firmly set in spike. •.rake
your triend's bat or coat and hang
It ou tbe wall by driving (with n
ilummer) tile spike throu g-h_ it Into
.
the wall; the needle , In spike will
not injure the bat or garment,
ltber will it show on wall or woou wllere
P{ bas been driveu. 'l' lle decepti on is per·
j, t as tile spike appears to buve l>een
der'l.ven half-way through th~ hat or coat,
which can be left hangi.ug on the wall.
Price, 10 cents, or 3 for 2o cents; uy mall.
i>Ostpald.

I

WOLF!!' Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
L\ll'J.A'riUl\

\.HAl\T JJlA .\101'1'8.

Diamonu rings or stuus or
half-inch aud one loch in uiaweter are heard of In storle•
only. \\'e have th ew lwiLateu
t,y prodigious sp-.ir);Jiug stones
which will deceive tl1e _ g lauce
1-' rite, Uy
or any spectator.
wu.11. pu .s tpaid" small "size. 25c eal.'.11; larg~
~ize, aoc eacll.
11. F, LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'lclyn, N. Y.

THE CREEPING MOCSE.
Tllits is the latest 11u\· e1 ... r vut. 1 , 1t:

lllOll~t"

11' ll~u
is of a very uaturat avvcarnuce.
1-1laced upon a WHTor, "ull , "iuuu,, ur au,)
other smootJ; surface, It will creep slow IY
downward without leavllig Lll <J verpeuuicu lnr surface. it Is furnislletl with an ad·
llesive gum-roil underneath wllicll wake•
It stick. Very amusing to both yuuu;; uuu
old. Price, ten cents by mall.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. l'..

1''at and lean funny (ares. BY
Jookiug in these mirrors uprl.g llt

your features Uecorne narrow aud

elongated. Look into It eic!ewlse
and your pM.z uroadens out ln
tile most comical manner. ~lze
3½ x 21/4, Inches, In a handsowe
iml tation morocco case.
Price, 10 cents each, postpaid .
WOLF.If Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d Bt., N. Y.

PAFEL BLANCO,

.IJ'our carus are 1>laccd In a
One card Is rewuveu
llat.
and the balance are uow
sh own to be changed to
lilanlt curds. The cards cau
11e thoroughly examined.
!' rice toe, by malJ, postp:ild.

IMITATION FLIES.

A
Absolutely true to Nature!
dandy scarf-pin and a rattliug good
joke. lt is ltupos sil>ie to do these
pins justice willl a d escrlptlou. :l:ou 11. F. L:i:~G. 1g15 Ceulre St., B'klyu, N. Y.
have to see thetu to understand llow
NUT AND BOL'.r l'OZZLE.
lit elike tlley are. When peuple see
A very ingenious puzzle,
them on you they want to brush·
con s is tiug of a nut and
them otT. 'l.'hey wonder "w ny tllat
bolt with a ring fastened
fly sticks to you" so persi s t ently.
)
(
ou tlle shank, which cau'l'hls is the wost realistic novelty •
uot be removed unless the
ever put on the market. lt Is a distinct ornament tor anybody's neck- nut is rtwoved . '.l'he question is how to retie, and a decided joke on those move the nut. Prlce, 15c, by mall, postpalu.
:f'RANK Sl\IITH, 883 Lenox Ave.• 1'. Y.
Price, 10c, l,y mail
11·ho try to chase It.
postp?-id.
.JAPANESE BANK PUZZLE.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.
li uiit up o! a large
u uw uer of g r o o v " u
TOl{IO CAltD TRICK.
Very
pieces <,f wood.
uifiicult to take nvan,
You 1>luce' five cards In n
.rnd ve ry difficult to vut
Hemove one of thew
hat.
It cau l>e '~o
to g ethe1·.
and then ask :vour audience
Ji ssected as to tuake a
ho,y many remain. Upon ex
\Jank of it and wJ;en reamrnatlon the remaining four
assembled would dety
tave vanished. A very cl ever
tlle most ingeni o us bauk
Price 10c, by mall.
trick.
burg ...... ,...... .1.Ue of prison.
l'r!ce ~6e, by
postpaid, with directions.
wai1, vostvaid.
¥ ...

C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street,

New York Olty.
MIKADO

UAGIC l\IIRROR,

[!

MONGOJ, PLAYING CARDS.
An exact imitation of a pock
of the finest quality playing
cards In n very neat case.
You band tbe pac kage to
your friend, requesting blm
to shuffle tbe cards, and as
be attempts to do so a cap
Inside expuodes loud enough
to make him see stars. Price
25c, by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St.,
New York · City.

BLOCK

PUZZLE,

Imported from Japan.
Tills ueat little puzzle
consists of six strangely
cut pieces of white wood
unassembled. '.l'lle trick
ls to so assemble the
blocks as to form a six·
point cross. Price 12c,
IJy mail, post1>aid.
H. F. LANG. 1815 Cen·
tre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

FUANK 8.\\IITH. 888 Lenox Ave.. N. Y,
.IIAGIO PENCILS.

The working or this trick is very easy,
most startling and mystifying. Give the
case and three pencils to any one in your
audience with !n$tructions to place an.v
pencil In the case point upwanl and to
close case and put the remaining two pen·
You now take tile
ells in his pocket.
case with the pencil in It and can tell
what color It Is. Dlrectlons bow to worlr
t.he trick with each set.
Price 25 cts. each by mall. post paid.
~oU'I' Novelty Co., 168 w. 23<1 St .• N. y.

READ THIS ONE!

"Movine Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AN'D PLAYERS

PRICE '3c .?~R COPY
_,...
~
PRICE 6c PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
~NJOf YOURBEL.14.,!
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performer~ l
OUT E VBU Y FRIDAY
32 PAGES OF READING
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits and Biographies of Actors and Actresses
Six Stories vf the Best Films on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the FIims
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and wh,iie Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!
Its authors are the very beet that money can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, ar.d its special articles are by the greatest experts in their particular line,
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, 166 Wer.st 23d Street, New York City

WEEKLY

WEST

WILD

-LATEST ISSUES--

751 Young Wild West At the Little Big Horn; or, The Last l'ta nd
ot the Cavalry.
752 Young Wild West 's Big Bluff; or, Playing A Lone Hao d -nd11
753 Young Wild West At Bowle Bend; or, The Etan of the Ba
7114 Yo~':in1tw11<1 w ..st's Ton of Gold; or, The Accident to Ar letta.
75.5 Young Wlld WeRt's Green Corn Dance; or. A Lively Tlme
,,·111• the Pawnees.
756 Young Wild WE:st and the Cowboy King; or, Taming n Texa•
"Terror.••
757 Young Wlld West's Pocket ot Gold ; or, Arlette 's Great DIR·
c·overy.
7;,8 Young Wild West and "Shawnee Sam"; or, The Half -Breed"s
Treachery.
759 Young Wlld West's Covered Trail; or, Arletta and the
Avalanche,
7CO Young Wild West and the Diamond Dagger; or. The Mexl can Girl's Revenge.
761 Yonng Wild West at Sliver Shine; or, A Town Run by '"Ten·

760 Young Wild West Routing the Robbers; or, Saving Two
Million Dollars.
707 Young TI'lld· West at Rattlesnnke 'Run; or, Arletta's Deal
With Death.
768 Yonng Wild West's Winning Streak; or, A Straight Trail to
Tombstone.
700 Y~1~fr1 'X~2nt:'.est's Lightning Lnriat; or, Arietta and _ the
770 Young Wild West's Red-Hot Ride; or, Pursued by the
Comanches.
771 Yonn,z Wild West and the Blazed Trail; or, Arietta as a
Scout.
772 Youne: Wild West's Four of a Kind; or, A Curious Comhlnntlon.
77:l Y().)Mlir Wild West Caught by t11e Crooks; or, Arietta On
Hnnd.
774 Younc, Wild West and the-Ten Terrors; or, The Doom of
D,1sltine: nan.
775 Young Wild West's Rarrel of "Dust"; or, Ariettu·s Chnoce
Rhot.
776 Young Wild West's Triple Claim; or, Simple Sam, the "Sun-

derfoots~.,

downer."

777 Young Wild West's Curious Compact; or, Arietta As An
762 Young Wild West Surrounded by Sioux; 9r, Arletta and the
A,~eng-Pr.
Aeronaut.
778 Youn~ Wilt! West's Wampum Belt; or, Under the Ban of tl1e
703 Young Wild West and the "Puzzle ot the Camp"; or, Tl1e
rtes.
Girl Who Owned the Guieb.
77!! Yonng Wild 'West and the Rio Grande Rustlers; or, The
764 Young Wild West and the Mustangerg; or, 'l'he BoAs of the
Branding at Buckhorn Ranch.
Rroncho Busters.
780 Young Vi'ilcl West and the Line League; or, Arietta Among
705 Youn,z "'ild West After the Apaches; or, Arletta's Arizona
the Smugglers.
Adventure.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to nny address on receipt ·of prlPe, 6 cents. per copy. ln money or postage stamps. b.-

F RANK

TOUSEY,

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

P ublisher

IF

yo·u

WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of these weeklies and cannot pro~ure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR

T EN-CE.NT

N o. 1, NAPOLEON'S OBACULUl\1 AND
DREAU BOOK.-Coutaining the great oracle

of llumnn destiny; also the true meaniug of
almost any kind of dreams, together with
charms, cereD.1ouies, and curious games of
cards.
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRJ(?KS.-Tbe ~rea.t
!look of mllgiG._.and card tnc_ks, clibta1~lng
full iustructlon on all tile leadrng card tricks
of tl!e day, also the most popular roagic1~l
illusions as, performed by our l_eadlng mag1<·ians; e,·ery boy should ohtam a copy of
th
~o l>i~k.HOW TO FLTRT.-Tbe arts and
wiles· of flirtation are fully "explained l>y this
little book. Besides the various methods of
handkerchief, fun, glove, parasol. wlndo.,,nnd l!at flirtation, It contains_ a full list of
the language aud sentiment of flowers.
No. 4. now TO DANCE Is tbe title of
this little t,ook. It contains full lust.ructions
in the art of danciug, etiquette in the uallroom ancl at parties, how to dress, aucl fnll
directions for c·alling off in all popular
square dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE ·LOVE.-A complete guide to lo,e, courtsuip and _marriage,
gfring sensible .advice, rules noel etlqnt>tte to
ue ohserved, with many curious and interesting things not geueraJJy lrnowu.
No. 6.

now TO

BECO;\[E AN ATHLETE.

--Gfring full instruction for the use (?f
dumhbells. Indian clubs. parallel hars. horizontal bars and various other methods of
developln,z a good. healthy muscle; con rain:
ing o,·er sixty illustrations.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Ranrlsomelv illustrated and containing full instruc-tJms for the management and trainin::;
of the canary. mo~kinghird. bobolink, ulnckbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
Xo. 9. HOW TO BECO}IE A VENTRILO·
Ql"I::;T.-By Harry Kennedy. E~er;v intelll-

g-ent hov renrling this hook nf instr11rt10ns
can master the art, and create any amount.
It I,<; the
!1111 for 1,;iJ1s1,1f arnl friends.
greatest hook e,·er pu bllshed.
No JO. HOW TO BOX.-Tbe nrt of selfdefense made ensv. Containing over O,irty
mustrntfons of guards, hlows, and tlle clilf0rent position of a good lloxer. Every hoy
should ohtnln one of these useful ancl instructive books, ns It will teach you bow to
box mtbout air instructor.
of

No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE·LETTERS.-A most complete little hook, contnin-

in<r full directions for writing love-letter,,.
and when to use them. giving specimen letters for young and old.

No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES.-Giving complete lnstructious for

writing letters to ladies on all suhjects; also
letters of introrlnction, notes and requests.

HA N D

i-o. 14. "HOW T O MAKE CANDY.-A complete bancl-book tor making all kinds of
caudy, ice-creanl, syrupA, es,sences. etc .. etc.
,No. 18.

HO W TO BKCO~IB BEAUTIFUL.

-Oue of the brightest noel
little books e,·er given to the
uody wislles to kuow bow to
ful, both male nnd female.
simple, and almost costless.

most valuable,
world. Everybecome beautiThe secret is
·

No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN E''ENING PAltTY.-A complete compendium of

games, ~ports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for parlor or drawingroom entertainment. It contnlns more tbr
the money than any book published.
No.,.21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-Tbe
most complete bunting and fishing guide
ever pul•llshed. It contains fulJ instructions
about guns, bunting dogs, traps. trapping
nnd ·fishing, together with descriptiOI\._ of
.
game and fish.
No. 22.

HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-

Heller·a second sight explainecl bv his for·
mer assistant, Freel Ilunt. Jr. ExpJninlng
ho"· the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician an/I tile boy on the
stage; also gh•ing all the codes and signals.
No. 2!!.

HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-

No. 24.

now

No. 25.

HOW TO BECO:'.lfE A GYMNAST.

No. 28.

HOW TO TELL FORTUNED .-

1-o. 29.

HOW TO BECO'.'lrE AN INYEN-

Thi,; little book gives the explanation to all
kinds of dreams, to/letber " 'ith lucky aud
•
unlu<;ky days.
TO WRITE LETTERS TO

GEXTLEMEN.-Containing full instructions
for writing to gentlemen on nil suhjecrn.
-Containing full instructions for all kinds
of ,zymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Nmbradug tblrty-flve illustrations. By Professor W. li!acdonald.
HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND
Nn. 26.
Bl'lLD A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full
instrurtious are givPn In tllis little hook. together with instructions on ~"·Imming and
riding, companion sports to boatlnir.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK
OF RECITATIONS.-C'ontninlng tile most
pop11iar selections in use. comprising Dutch
dialect. French dialect, Yanket> nod Irish <liaJect pieces, togetb<>r with many standard
.
readings.
E.-er.vone Is desirous of knowing wlrnt bi~
future life will bring forth, whether happin<'$,; or misery, wealth or poverty. You can
tell hy a glance at this littll! book. Buy one
and be con,inced.
TOR.-Ever.,· hoy sbnuld know how inven,t ions originated. 'l'his hook explains them
nll, giving examples In electricity. hrdrnnllcs.
~:~_gnetism, opties, pneumatics, mechanics,

No. 30, H OW T O COOK.-Ont> of the most.
lnstructive hooks on cooking ever puhllsbed.
It contains recipes for cooking ments. fish,
gnme. and o;vst<>rs: also nies. pud/lings,
nne thnt ev<'-rv young ornn desires to knc>w <':ik~s and all kinds of 11astry, and a grand
<·nner·tion of recifleRall ahc,ut. 'l'here's bapp;ness in it.
1:''or sale by al1 newsdealer~. or wil I ht-> ~t'llt to ::rnr sd,lr1>ss on re<·e 1pt of vrtc-e. !Oc. per <·opy .

No. JS HOW TO DO IT; OR. BOOU: OF
ETIOUETTE.-It is a great life secret, an/I

F R A J\ li lOL'l::>.1.L , t'u ba,-,h.:r.

BOOKS

No. 3 1.

HOW T O BECO~IE A SP EAK-

No. 35.

HOW T O P L AY GA~IES.-A oom-

E R..-Containiug fourteen illustrations. giving the different positions requisite to 1JeP0111e a good speaker, reader ancl eloeutionlst.
Also containing gems from all the popular
authors of prose and poetry.
No. 32. H OW T O RIDE A BICYCLE.Containing instructions for beginners, choice
ot a machine, hints on training, etc. A
complete book. Full of practical illustritti-0us.
plete and useful little book. containing the
rnks nnd regulations of billiards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croc1uet, dominoes, etc.
· No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS

-Contalnlniz nil the leading conundrums of
the du)·. amusing ridules, Purious catches
and witty sayings.
No. 38. HO W TO BECO)rE Y OUR OWN
DOC'TOR .- A wonderful book. containing

useful and practical info'"ltlation in the treatment of orrlinary diseases nnd ailments common to Pvery fnmily. Ahou11ding in u~efnl
aud effective recipes for general eomplaints.
No. 39. ROW TO RAI8E DOGS, .POULTJ<-Y, P l (lEONS AND RA lllllTS.-A useful
and instructive book. Handsomely illustrated .
No.

4().

HffW

TO

i\I.1..KE

A...._-D

SET

TRAPS.-Includinµ- hints on bow to cat~
mol(·~. wen~eJ~. otter, rats. ~quirrf"lS nnd
hirds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
lllustrated.
No. 41. TTIE BOY>! OP NEW YORR EXD
llrEX'S JOKE llOOK.~Containing a .c-reat
rnriety of rhe latest jokr·s used hy the most
fRruous PlHl men. l\"n nmateur minstrels is
complete without this wouderful little hook.
No. 42 . THE BOYS OF NET\' "i"ORR
C
STU~rp S
PEAKElt.- ontaining a varied as'
'
sc,rtment of stump spee<>hes, l\"egro, Dut,·11
11ncl Irish. Also end men's jokes. Ju!'t tlie
thing tor home amusement and amateur
shows.
No. 43.

H OW TO BECOME A l\IAGICIAN.

-C'ontainln,z the grandest assortment or
magical illusions ever placed before the
put,lic. Also tricks with cards, incantations,
etc.
Xo. 44. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALHl''.'ll.-.A. grand collection of Album Verses

suitahle for any time anu occasion, embracs
Alf ·
t L0
Ll
·
Coe;j~~nc~e~n~:n~e;;~;
~fr. R::p~t.
Suitable for Valentines nod Weddings.

::c1

No. 45. THE B OYS OF 1''EW Y ORK '.'IITNSTREL GU I DE AND JOKE BOOK-Rome.

thing new nnd very ln•tructive. Ever:r hnv
should ohtnin this hook, as it contains fnll
instructions for organizing an amateur rninstrel trouoe.
or 3 to r 25c .. In mon .. .- or posta<?e sramp~.

1>,

168 West 23d St,. N. Y.

